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Magic Voice Series
RCA VICTOR gives dealers real money• Model 9K-2. console wich MaKtc
makers to sell for Christmas gifts! A comVoice. Mugit* Brain.
Magic Eye. RCA
plete price range—with ace sets in every
Metal Tubes, y-iubc.
5-band supcrhcU'robracket from $20 to $600... 28 sets under
dyne. Foreign, domestic, police, avia$100 ... 24 outstanding quality features
tion. amateur, T S
ss ea I her reports.
Phonograph connecfor easy selling, led by the famous
tion and J 3 other im
portani features.
$129,95
RCA VICTOR MAGIC QUARTETTE
</.pJk Cam den, .V JJ
Magk Voice • Magic Brain • Magic Eye • Metal Tabes!

A .iJf

Hi

m
V.

Extra Value
Series
• 6T-2 - In thii
.nrrjt-rfvt tihtnet,
you find a Superb
chassis. which
brings in U. S. and
foreign programs,
police calls, airports, amateurs
Other improvcnu-ms.too,including Metal Tubes.
$49.95

GET your share of the Christmas set
sales. Reap a harvest of Yuletide
profits by selJing RCA Victor's great
1957 radios!
Just look at the matchless RCA Victor
models! Thai's exactly what they are
— matchless—in tiuality, performance
and price! There are 24 great features
that mark them outstanding. These
features make RCA Victor radios easy
to sell! Tliey mean quality! They mean

performance! That's why you should
talk features to your prospects.
And the line is priced to cover all
important price brackets. From S20 to
S600 — with 28 models under 3 100!
Plenty of high unit profits! Plenty of
mass market profits! Feature RCA
Victor—and make money'
■ CA MTTAt
TUfelt
Usten to "The Magic Key "evrry Sunday, j lo
l P* M.. E. S. 7.. on fht NtiC lilur Set work.

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, New Jersey
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

What nill Mallory-Yaxley <lo next?
No wonder YOU Service Men keep a^kin^ (his question.
F.verv time Mai lory-Yaxley lias done something, il has been
of tremendous help to VOt/.
Mallory-Yaxlcy gave YOU the first complete Replaceinent Volume
Control Manual ever printeil. and the first really SILENT Keplaeemenl Volinne Control in radi«» history.
Mallory-Yaxley gave YOU sixty-nine Replaeemenl Condensers that
meet the needs of tlioiisnnds and provided a Condenser Manual
that saved hours of work in servicing.
Mallorv-Vaxley provided a mere handful of Replacement Vihrators
to render service to over three million automobile radios, and the
Mallory Vibrator Manual is YOUR Automobile Radio Encyclopedia.
W hat

will

Mallorv-Yaxley

do

next 2 ? •

Next month, the question will he answered.
Coming ! ! I

The

News" of 1937!

The biggest help you ever had.

Coming ill
^Use

17i m ifoTi A
REPLACEMENT
CONDENSERS. .. VIBRATORS

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA
Cable Addroii—Polmullo
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*
VOLUME CONTROLS
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HELLO, BILLYOU LOOK
PROSPEROUS

SUREI'M

SELLING

LABYRINTH
RADIOS

-

NO, 145-1. FOUR RANGE
CONSOLE. Equipped widi
si 97.50

'mm

m

jQibyrinth RADIO
The long, winding passageway
of the Acoustical I.abyrinlii
takes llie place of the u.snal
box-Like cavity in the cabinet
wbioh is the source of the exaggerated boom in low tones.
v fidelity a

EVERYWHERE the story is tlie same on
Labyrinth radio easy sales, increasing
sales and the jingle of money in the pockets
of the salesmen. The Acoustical Labyrinth is
the Strom berg-Carl son feature that makes it
possible for a demonstrator to SHOW why the
set sounds better. It comes nearer to "selling
itself" to people than any other development
affecting tone, that radio has ever seen.
The Acoustical Labyrinth—every advertisement of which in the national periodicals
brings a flood of consumer inquiries* — is now
available in 12 different models. One of these,
a beautiful console, is priced at $149.50.
"There is Nothing Finer Than a Stromberg-Carlson"
The complete line of Stromberg-Carlsons range in
price from $49.95 to $985. (All prices slightly higher
Southeastern States aiu 1 West of' the Mississippi.)
STKOMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MEG. CO ROCHESTER. N. Y.
♦These inquiries are sent to dealers by the factory. One enthusiastic dealer writes in that he
sold four Iabyrinlh Radios from four inquiries.

itPomberi'Carison
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Announces
eur

Jobber

Policy

Effective January 1, 1937 Simplex Distributor Franchises will be restricted to established Jobbers located in
the large natural trade centers.
National Advertising
and Radio Broadcasting Programs will tie in with this
new 100% Jobber Policy.
SEE

THESE

SENSATIONAL

The Simplex Line is complete with attractive console models as well as the
table models illustrated here.
All models can be furnished in two, six
$27.45
7 Tube
Super
2 Band

NEW

or thirty-two
prices.

volt

VALUES
at

proportionate

All models available in 2000 meters—220
volt A.C.—or A.C.-D.C.

rv
$19.95

fr
IK

rv

6 Tube
Super
2 Band

$49.95
1

11 Tube
Super
3 Band

$36.95
9 Tube
Super
3 Band

$12.25
4 Tube
T.R.F.
I Band

The Simplex Line
has
exceptional
profit possibilities
because of
LIBERAL DISTRIBUTOR DISCOUNTS
Your territory may be open.
Wire,
telephone or write for further details

THE

SIMPLEX
Factory;
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MORE

AGAIN-WITH

FEATURES

MONEY!
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No Cost
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5 NOW
Your profit

Exclusive

YOU'LL hear it everywhere—"The new 1937
Steivort-Warner is twice as good as the one
that boosted sales 127% last year!" It's your best
bet for 1937 sales because it offers your customers
MORE FEATURES FOR THE MONEY—it's
your best bet for 1937 profits because of its amazing freedom from service troubles.

■ '6

. j.;....
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Wfrn v_y
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vAPOB SE»LEt> ^

Best of all, Stewart-Warner alone offers you these
three advantages that let you start selling RIGHT
NOW—give you a big jump on competitors:
1. New Floor Plan with No Finance Charges!
Stewart-Warner alone offers this brant! new plan thai
makes it possible to install a floor showing of this marvelous line immediately — and pay nothing for finance
charges!
2. Exclusive Retail Finance Plans! You get all
the advantages of the Stewart-Warner-C.l.T. 100% Advance and Non-Recourse Finance Plan. You can feature
"no money down" terms, yet have no repossession worries— and every Stewart-Warner sale is a cash sale for
you. No waiting for YOUR money!
3. Powerful Selling Helps ! Everything you need
for selling is back of the 1937 line! From Horace Heidt
and his famous Brigadiers on a coast-to-coast network
to handsome, attention-com pelting displays for your
store . . , The big chrome and blue background shown
below is just one of the displays available. Let your
Stewart-Warner distributor tell you how to get this
display, and give you full Information on the 1937
Stewart-Warner set-up!

B do0B

s

0 r.o":■ all give you more to
'retri^er^ fcaW2 stetar.-garner the "UWA
cttS,onv
U
-,mft19J7l MORB Vf-^U] tten.cuce, in ccon-

#l>«i FEAtwpt* fem rau* MONEY

s/voajs rrs. wr. s f ss

STEWART-WARNER
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PHEM
AFTER FIFTEEN YEARS of steady cievelopmont, after surviving the gold-rush stage,
after suffering all the growing pains of a century crowded into a few brief years, the radio
industry today is at a point where those engaged in it may hope to "cash in" on their investment.
It seems that at such a time no one connected with the radio industry should become a party to any activities thai may seriously
retard its growth and prosperity.
Such would he the effect if members of the
radio industry allow unwarranted enthusiasm
or the mere hope for early commercial exploitation of television to interfere with their
active prosecution of the duty they have toward
the industry in which they make their money.
After a careful survey Radio Retailing
has reached the conclusion that as of December,
1936, television does not hold promise of reaching for several years hence such a state of
mechanical perfection, adaptability and universal usefulness as would be indispensable to
its success as a commercial enterprise.
The best television receiver of today projects
but a small image. Its efficiency is so limited
that only those who always want to have the
"first" of everything would be willing to invest several hundred dollars to own one.
While the television camera is a marvel of
scientific achievement, transmission has advanced only to a point where from an elevation of 500 feet it is effective for perhaps 25
miles.
This means that today for even such small
hut thickly populated states as New Jersey or
Massachusetts, having about 8200 sepmre miles,
it would require 50 Separate broadcasting stations to obtain coverage and unless motion
picture films were used or a yet undiscovered
medium of inter-station transmission is invented, each of those fifty stations would have
to put on its own and separate show. The cost
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of all this would definitely he prohibitive.
It follows that until television transmission
and reception has been perfected to a far
greater point, until television programs can be
offered with some degree of frequencv and
reliability, until the vexing problem of who
is to pay the tremendous cost of providing
some continuity of original programs has been
solved, television cannot become a commercially sound enterprise.
That ueing its status today, television
should not be permitted to exert an insidious influence outside the laboratory, particularly when
that influence tends to weaken and undermine
the prospects and prosperity of the industry
which gave it birth.
Reports on progress made in the scientific
development of television rightfully belong to
those who support the effort hut not to the
public at large. Such reports are too easily
misunderstood, misinterpreted and all too
readily may become a tool for unscrupulous
promoters.
No real good can accrue from such premature publicity.
As a matter of fact, the publicity recently
given to the current state of television actually
has done irreparable damage to the radio industry. Because of it thousands of consumers
have postponed the purchase of radio sets in
the belief that before long they will be able
to buy a television set at no greater cost and
it is certain that the erosive effect of that publicity on current radio sales will continue.
It is evident that the interests of the entire
radio industry will be better protected and best
served if no premature and sales-paralyzing
publicity is released. Publicity should be withheld until the development of commercial television has advanced to a point where it is
capable of fulfilling at least some of the expectations and hopes which such publicity
fosters.
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•5-Tube AC Superheterodyne
• Standard
American
Broadcast . . . All Police
Bands . . . Amateur and
Aeroplane Stations
• Automatic Volume Control . . . Tone Control
• Emerson

Slightly Higher in West
and South

•n... ■
.A:

• 3 Watts Output
Micro-Selector

• Gemloid Dial
• Dynamic Speaker . . . .

■:.A

• Hand Rubbed Two-Tone
Walnut Cabinet, 12+ in.
high.

Emerson.
Radio and
Television
«/

EMERSON . . . Model R-152

'Emerson

Radio

"RE-CREATES THE ARTIST

Never before have so many quality features
been offered at this sensational price . . .
never before has PRICE meant so much in
the way of STYLE, CONSTRUCTION,
PERFORMANCE and BUYING INDUCEMENT to the public—and GOOD
WILL to the dealer who gives such outstanding VALUE.

IN YOUR HOME"

The New EMERSON Model R-152 . .
"Miracle 5" . . will make selling history in
YOUR store because it looks and performs
like sets selling at twice the cost . . . because
it gives you a substantial profit . . . because
it has everything the market NEEDS for
dramatic and productive merchandising.

Ask Your Nearest Emerson Distributor
or Write or Wire Direct
30 Emerson Models from $14.95 to $149.95
EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION • 111 Eighth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Cable Address: EMPHONOCO, N, Y.
World's Largest Maker of Small Radios
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LESS SLAUGHTER
To judge by current production
schedules of important radio manufacturers and the size of stocks in distributors' warehouses, it is safe to predict
that even in large cities the ensuing
post-holiday season will see fewer cut
price sales than in many years.
One large producer has worked out
a system in cooperation with his distributors by which the sets coming off
his production line in December actually were already on order from
dealers. Another maker who ordinarily
gears production to within four weeks
of dealer demand cuts that gap in half
during November and December so that
he cannot possibly be caught with an
oversupply of any one model when the
year ends. Other production control
plans are in operation and distributors
are keeping their stocks stripped down.
There will be few distress stocks and
little dumping. Price slaughter, therefore, is most likely to be indulged in by
high pressure retail outlets that use the
loss-leader system of baiting the public.

RURAL PARALYZATION
The sales of battery radio sets are
being seriously retarded and in some
territories actually paralyzed by the
false hopes for early electrification of
all rural areas. Radio manufacturers,
distributors and dealers should obtain
authentic information on current plans,
know which areas are involved and
make it their business to dispense accurate knowledge on this subject.
Electrification can come only in territories where returns from the sale of
current may be expected to warrant
the huge investment that is required to
build the power lines. In some sections
it will not come for years, in sparsely
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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MONTH

settled territories never. To disillusion
the public by giving the facts will release much pent-up business.

OFF THE RECORD
Big sales during 1936 have whet the
appetites of radio set manufacturers for
even bigger ones in 1937 and some of
them seem convinced that they can
boost their own share of sales by beating their competitors "to the gun" with
earlier launchings of the new models.
Basically, set makers are substantially in agreement that new lines
should not be brought out until late
May or early June. But—what with
new conditions, greater prosperity, new
trade practice rules and old scores to
settle, we have seen several lines of
new models, all finished, ready to be
put into production, but their manufacturers hope that they will not be
forced to spring them earlier than in
May. Yet the premature announcement
of competitive lines would force their
hand. For the industry as a whole, it
would seem better if all set makers
would "hold their horses"—until May
or June.

MAIL-ORDER MADNESS
Mail-order wholesalers, widely criticized and in some instances even boycotted when they distribute net price
catalogs indiscriminately to dealer and
consumer alike had, we thought, longsince learned their lesson . , . until
the end of November, when a large
eastern outfit had the temerity to smear
the words "Buy Wholesale" across the
pages of a daily newspaper, openly
offering a well-known tube line at 50
and 10 off list.
Questioned concerning the tube cut.

the manufacturer whose wares were
slashed furnished the amazing information that this mail-order house is definitely not one of his distributors, obtained the tubes through some underground channel for the express -purpose
of using them as price-cut leaders.
Flagrant flouting of the dealer's interests, such as this, make things tough
for other mail-order distributors, most
of whom now carefully avoid upsetting
the applecart.

SALES BOOSTING
Two important factors in boosting
radio set and service sales, the National
Broadcasting Cp'. and the Columbia
Broadcasting Syfetem, piled up new records in October, 1936. NBC took in
nearly $2,700,000 or 21 per cent more
than in any previous month and CBS
beat October 1935 by 42.7 per cent
with billings of $2,754,000. That makes
a total of nearly $5,500,000 spent in a
single month with those two agencies for
the privilege of "going on the air." That
money bought programs which wideawake dealers advertise and dramatize
because programs are the "gas" that
makes radio sets "run" and the more
they are "run" the bigger are the
chances for selling new sets, tubes, replacement parts and service.

EDITOR
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THE Forgotten Appliance"' . . .
As such we call radio to the
attention of power companies. For,
unlike many home electrical devices
promoted liberally, even lavishly, by
utilities because of their potential
load-building characteristics, radio has
steadily added kilowatts to the lines,
asking little supporting effort in return.
Installed radios now outnumber any
other appliance, with the exception
of flat-irons. If all sets were good
sets, in proper working order, the total power used could be second only to
PAGE 8
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refrigerators. If every receiver was
used just one hour more per day the
resulting increase in load would
amount to over $31,000,000 in a single
year. And when radio is used . . .
lights stay on . . . the house is kept
warm . . . and drinks kept cold . . .
adding additional load.
Obviously a lusty infant capable
of paddling its own promotional canoe
through years of unprecedented
growth, radio has had little help from
the Utilities. Now, however, there is
evidence in the news that many cenfal stations are beginning to realize

that if radio could do what it has
done, on its own. radio could likewise
make even more striking advances as
a ioad-bnikler if given a helping-hand.
Utility interest in radio, willingness
to help dealers promote it, will, in our
estimation, he one of the major
trends of the new year. And to the
trade, where such aid clearly avoids
meddling with established distribution methods (more of this later), it
will be welcome and unexpected manna.
Bright Spots In The ISetvs
In the November numlter of Radio
Retailing we reported the second-set
drive instituted by the Birmingham
(Ala.) Electric Company, in which
the town was literally plastered with
signs redounding to the benefit of all
radio retailers.
Now we have even more detailed
news from New England.
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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The

Boston and New York Utilities Pass Service
Ualls to Dealers.

Others Assume Leader-

ship in Campaigns to Stimulate Replacement

hi May, The Edison Electric Illnminating Company of Boston offered
to prepare and mail to its customers
1.000 letters per dealer operating in
districts on its lines, recommending a
$1.50 checkup (Plan modeled closely
after that of RCA). The Utility was
to prepare the letters, pay the postage.
All dealers had to supply was their
own letterheads and envelopes. In
some instances, where small dealers
did not have letterheads, the Utility
printed these for them. In all cases
replies went directly to the dealers
themselves.
An appropriation of $1,400 was
made to cover the Utility's share of
the expense. This included window
signs for cooperating dealers, tying
in with the mailing. The plan was
presented to dealers by Julius Daniels
and their approval obtained. 150,000
letters have since been mailed for 90
retailers and the resulting business
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

Buying,

Boost

Second-Set

obtained by these retailers, both in
service and new set sales, has been
sufficiently impressive to induce the
Utility to consider instructing all of
its home service representatives to
take hold of the campaign too. Expansion in this direction is being considered as we put this issue "to bed."
Load-building is the sole object.
The L'tility estimates that there arc
300,000 home radio sets in the territory it serves and that 120,000 of these
are in only fair operating condition.
Based on a three-cent rate, if the use
of all sets could be increased one hour
per day the estimated additional
power revenue would exceed $100.000 per year.
Still another company effort to
help dealers sell through service
comes to our attention.
The New York Edison Company,
beginning in May. included in circulars inclosed with alt electricitv hills

Sales

a "plug" for a $1.50 checkup (this
plan, too, is modeled after RCA s).
Calls received from this promotion
are distributed among local dealers
and the activity, directed by I). S.
Meivin, brought in an average of 325
per month from June through September.
Response today is rapidly nearing
the 1,000-per-month mark and dealers receiving the inquiries report that
the average grosses $4.25 in service
time and materials and that the plan
simultaneously presents an excellent
opportunity to broach the subject of
a new receiver to many people who
would not ordinarily he contacted.
And there is still more evidence of
radio promotion revival by electric
companies. Several others have indicated interest in proposed plans of
cooperation, with dealers for the sake
of load and. as we go to press. Public
Service of New Jersey is rumored
PAGE 9

to be contemplating action on a service checkup plan.
Such efforts are definitely constructive.
Trouble, Also In The Ac Its
Power company promotional methods can also go haywire, incurring the
antagonism of many of the very dealers through whose sales effort the
Utility hopes to increase its load. On
our desk as we write is the following
news item released by an electric company operating in one of the country's major merchandising centers, an
announcement that has stirred up a
veritable volcano of dealer and jobber
comment.
We reprint it, omitting only identification :
"The
Company has announced the most intensive electrical appliance promotion campaign ever attempted
in the territory served by that company.
The activity will be known as the 'iflcctric Xecessity Bargain Package Campaign.' It is an effort to place in the
homes of the large group of minimum
users of electricity those appliances considered to be essential to the comforts of
modern electrical living. Through the
cooperation of manufacturers, the equipment to be promoted will be offered at
approximately half the regular list prices.
(Italics are ours. Ed.)
"The campaign will be backed up by
extensive newspaper and direct mail advertising and by the distribution of display material to the 225 approved electrical dealers in
and
,
who will participate with the company
in this activity.
"There are some
customers on
the lines of the company who are in the
minimum user group. The campaign will
begin on December 1 and will continue
as long as is necessary to enable the
electrical interests cooperating in this
activity to canvass all those not using
the equipment to be featured.
"The appliances to be promoted in this
'electrical necessity' campaign are irons,
toasters, the I.E.S. floor lamps and small
radio sets. Two bargain groups have
been formed, to be known as Electric
Necessity Package No. ! and Electric
Necessity Package No. 2. Package No.
1 will contain a
toaster, a
iron and a
I.E.S. floor
lamp with 100-watt bulb. It will be
priced at $8.82. Package No. 2 will contain the same appliances and an
ac.-d.c. table model radio in addition.
It will be priced at $17.64.
"Customers of The
Company will be able to purchase these bargain packages on a partial payment basis
without any financing charge. Package
No. 1 may be paid for at the rate of 75c
a month, for twelve months, or less than
2i cents a day; package No. 2 may he
paid for at the rate of $1.50 a month, for
twelve months, or less than 5 cents a day.
Those who are not customers of the company will be required to pay cash. The
bargain packages will be on display in all
the showrooms of the company and the
stores of the cooperating electrical dealers and will be delivered cither by the
dealers or by the Company.
"The
Company has planned
RASE 10

this activity on a basis of no profit to
itself."
. . and blessed little profit for
the cooperating retailer," said 63
dealers meeting to discuss the plan
shortly after its announcement, some
of them speaking as representatives
of neighborhood associations and
some even approved by the Utility
for inclusion in the cooperative campaign.
Opinion Apparently Divided
Dealers attending a Utility-sponsored dinner at which the package
plan was announced are said to have
greeted the program with great enthusiasm, which would indicate a division of dealer opinion. A Radio Retailuig reporter, assigned to cover the
independent meeting mentioned in the
paragraph above, held November 23,
states this group's objections to the
package plan in question arc as follows;
1. Package iiuraber 1, involving the
sale of $9 worth of merchandise, returns the dealer only $1.30 gross, or
roughly 14 per cent. Package number
2, involving the sale of $18 worth of
merchandise, returns the dealer only
$1.82 gross, or roughly 10 per cent.
This precludes the possibility of a satisfactory net profit.
2. The plan, as stated in the Utility's
own announcement, represents a virtual
50 per cent price cut and so places the
power company . . , which should
build load while at the same time advancing dealer interests ... in the
ranks of leader merchandisers who are
already too numerous for the average
dealer's good.
3.^ The campaign breaks just before
Christmas, at a time when the dealer's
ability to get volume at good prices is
at its peak. Price cutting, to which
the trade needs little introduction, is
especially undesirable at this time, it
is felt,
4. There appears to be some question in the minds of many in this group
as to the qualifications necessary for
Utility "approval". If approval means
building load for the power company
by forfeiting profit on merchandise
sales not a few will forego filing
applications.
Breathing fire and brimstone, as
many of this group are, our reporter
informs us that a majority, realizing
the Utility's potential power for good,
is apparently still eager to have it
promote radio, but without preempting the radio dealer's rights. A
hastily formed organization is striving to direct the Utility's efforts into
more mutually beneficial channels by
diplomacy and conference rather than
by drastic action.
Some connection is probable between the meeting of the dealer group
reported above and a letter mailed
November 27 to the Utility by the
managing director of an electrical
wholesaler's association operating in

the same area. While there is no
means by which we can readily determine just how many "heads" are
actually represented in the business
groups referred to therein it is obvious that sufficient opposition lias
been generated to militate against
effective cooperation between the
Utility and the trade at large, so
necessary if both are to profit.
We reprint the entire letter, once
again omitting only identification.
Note that here, too. is evidence of a
desire to go along with the Utility
in its radio and appliance promotional
plans and firmness only with respect
to the proposed method:
"On behalf of the majority of the appliance manufacturers, the electrical
wholesalers, department stores, radio and
electrical appliance dealers, hardware and
jewelry retailers of
, who
have all met during the past week to discuss your announced merchandising plan,
I have been instructed to request that
in the interest of the above you do not
proceed with your plan which is to take
effect December 1st, but that you permit
me to call together a committee representing each of the above branches of the
industry, for the purpose of working out
some plan acceptable to them, which will
at the same time accomplish your objective which is, I understand, to place
in the hands of your consumer in the
lower brackets, high-grade appliances at
prices so attractive that they cannot do
without them.
"We are fully in accord with your aims.
Our objection is your method of accomplishing them. We believe wc can. with
your support, accomplish the result you
desire, and at the same time, the manufacturers, wholesalers and dealers in the
area can secure the profit to which they
are entitled on the sale of this merchandise.
"I stand ready to call a meeting as
above outlined, of the heads of the various
associations affected, as well as representatives of each group, at a moment's notice,
upon receipt of advice from you.
"I might further state that the groups
involved stand solidly behind a satisfactory adjustment of our problems, or the
taking of any legal action necessary to
bring such activities to a stop for all
time."
Much to our regret we cannot at
this writing record a satisfactory conclusion. For final negotiations . . .
if such can be arranged . . . will not
be in progress until this issue is rolling off the presses.
We sincerely hope the single ca^e
of friction in an otherwise well-oiled
trend will all "come out in the wash,"
with the Utility getting its additional
load and the trade getting its merchandising profit. For in this new
inclination of power companies to promote radio we plainly see rallying of
an additional and extremely potent
force for advancement of the radio
business.
The radio business can use it.
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'By Comparison with Of hoi tndustriosi
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FIGURES

LINES PER DEALER
Onesticming- a rross-ioclion of dcaU-T.throughout the country, Ratlin Relai ing findi that iit die present time Jf.-I
per cent carry only one line of si ii,
24.8 per cent carry live lines, 19.05 per
cent carry two lines. 15.8" per cent
carry three lines and 15.08 per cent
carry four lines.
Not all lines carried are pushed, however, for 79.82 per cent f cam re one
line, 12.84 per cent feature two lines,
4.59 per cent feature three lines and
2,75 per cent feature five lines.
One line of tubes is stocked hy 40.82
per cent of die dealers reporting, two
lines hy 39.17 per cent and three hy 20
per cent.
HOLIDAY SALES GUESSTIMATE
From district and cooperative office^
of the Departmenl of Connncrcc.
through Secretary Roper, come the1
following predictions of prohabk
Christmas business for lug-city retailers in all lines.
Atlimlo: 25 to 33 per cent above last
year, IlijniiWf/haiH: 25 to 50 per cent
above 1935 and equal to 1929. Bostov:
13 per cent over last year lint 18 per
cent below 1929. Buffalo: 25 per cent
up, ei|iial to 1929. Charlciilon: 40 pcf
cent better than last year and 5 to 10
per cent over the boom peak-, Chicago.
Hp 12 per cent to '29 level. Cimciniiaii:
12 to 15 per cent rise, hnl slightly under
1929. Clcx'dand; 21 per cent lietter
than 1935. Dallax: 25 per cettt rise expected. Denver; 12 per cent increase

anticipated, Del roil: 15 per
cent rise. Ilniisinn; 20 to 50
per cent better than 1935.
Iniliiimipflli.t: 20 to 25 per
cent increase, probably exceedingly
1929 slightly.
JacLxgimillc; 15 per cent
ever 1935. 5 per cent over
,1929. Kansas City : 15 per
cent rise. Los Angeles: 15
per cent up and within 11
per cent of '29. Louisville:
20 in 30 per cent increase
predicted. Meat phis: 20 per
cent tip. probably 5 per cent
over 1929. Miiwankee: 18
per cent better volume anticipated. Minneapolis: 10
to 20 per cent stepup. New
York: Budgets anticipate IS
per cent greater demand.
Xorfolk: 20 to 25 per cent above last year.
Philadelphia: 37 per cent gain and only
8 per cent under 1929. Pillslmrf/h: 20
per cent belter. Koehesier: 15 per cent
pickup. San hnmriseo: 15 per cent
rise unless maritime sirikc spreads. Savannah: 30 per cent above 1935 ami
probably slightly over "29. Seal lie: 15
to 20 per cent rise. Si. Louis: 18 per
cent gain for year, 6 per cent below
1929. Washinglon: 15 pr cent up and
only slightly short of peak, tVilininglon: 20 per cent rise, about 10 per cent
below 1929.
718,000 AUTO RADIOS WANTED

71.8 per cent of one million users of
all makes of automobiles, asked in a

FEATURES THAT SELL
(Ranked In Order of Imporlsnce By Dealers)
NOVEMBER i
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1
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DIAL APPEARANCE
SHORTWAVE COVERAGE
IMPROVED TONE
NEW TUBES
INCREASED SELECTIVITY
BETTER CABINETS
TUNING INDICATORS
CIRCUIT REFINEMENTS
EFFtCIENT SPEAKERS
ASSEMBLY AND PARTS
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FOOD
AUTOMOTIVE
TOBACCO
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DIAL APPEARANCE
CABINET APPEARANCE
IMPROVED TONE
SHORTWAVE RECEPTION
SELECTIVITY
SPEAKERS AND BAFFLES
AUTOMATIC SHARP TUNING
TUBE IMPROVEMENTS
CIRCUIT IMPROVEMENTS
ASSEMBLY AND PARTS
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survey by die cnstomcr rcsearcli division of General Motors what they
would demand in their nexi car, said;
"Radio", To men who mnst anticipate
coming antenna needs it; will he interesting t" know, further, that 85.2 per
cent expressed preference for solid steel
tops and 90.4 per cent wanted streamlines.
IT'S THE MFR. WHO PAYS
l". S. Tnternal Revenne Hnvcau collections of the five per cent tax on radio
and phnnogtaph apparatus (excluding
anto-radio) during the month of Octnher, 1936. were $869,136, an increase
of 35 per cent over the same month
last year.
Excise taxes on mechanical refrigerators were $572,235, compared with
$258,797 in October, 1935.
For the ten month's period ending
October, 1936. the total radio and
phonograph taxes collected were $4.968,909, an increase of 58.5 per cent
over the same peri oil of 1935.
EXCERPTS ON EXPORT
American radio equipment exports
for the month of September, tabulated
hy Alexander V, Dye, director of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, were as follows (Hawaii, Puerto
Rico and Virgin Islands excluded) :
60,949 sets valued at $1,549,838. 809933 receiving tubes. Tallies at 3336,867.
$547,604 worth of receiver parts, 40,886 speakers valued at $79,003.
Other receiver accessories (Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands
excluded) : $48,036.
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THE small retailfr today, as thirty
years ago, is the backbone Ot
the retail business despite all that department stores, chain stores, mailorder houses and other mass distributors have done in recent years
to Intild sale:- volume tin' their particular type of system.
That observation might be made by
any student of retail trends without
stirring the emotion of a single radio
merchant because it represents no
more than a statement of facts.
However, when it is voiced by the
president of One of the world's largest manntacturers of radio sets it
takes on much and precious signihcance. Fur it must follow that, while
tints recognizing that importance, he
cannot help but direct the sales policies of his company into channels that
will assure proper and ample protection of the interests and position of
those small dealers,
This deduction is just lOOT correct
when applied to E. T. Cunningham,
the president of the K.C.A. Mamifactnring Company, Inc. of Camden.
N. J.
When Air. Cunningham was asked
to discuss what he considered at the
moment as one of the major problems
of the radio industry, lie did not
grope around for an answer, he did
not talk about finance, pr new models,
or the tube situation or any one of
the hundred and one other problems
that the head of such a large manufacturing concern lias to wrestle with.
He hy-passed all the intermediate
steps of production and distribution
and went straight to the actual battle
front of the radio business, namely
the radio dealer, in whose shop Mr.
and Mrs, Consumer meet the industry's products.
Said Mr. Cunningham; "I think the
thing that is needed most, is more intimate contact with small unit retailers and more and hotter cooperation
in their behalf,"
And just to show that this interest
in tire radio retailer was not just a
hit of stage play put on for the benefit of a special audience. Mr. Cunningham promptly proceeded to prove
that he knows exactly what lie is
talking about when tic voices the need
for more intimate contact between
a manufacturer of radio sets and the
retailer.
He continued, "Particularly in the
past twenty years merchandising in
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Top exoentives of bip corporations often
are reluctant about breaking into print with any
personal views on problems of their industry
and, broadly speaking, E. T. Cunningham is no
exception to that rule.
However, when it was pointed out to Mr. Cunningham that Radio Retailing was offering him
an opportunity to send a personal, yet informal
message to all worthwhile retailers and servicers
of radio sets and untold thousands of salesmen,
he readily consented.
After reading this interview many dealers will
wonder how a man in Cunninghanrs position
should know so very intimately and accurately
the most pressing problems of the radio retailer.
Therefore it seems only fair to let them in on
a fact that is not widely known—namely—that
2o years ago Mr. Cunningham himself was just
one of those independent retailers.
In other words he knows the retailers'
problems from personal experience.

the large urban centers lias undergone a rapid transformation. The
large department stores and drains
developed an aggressive form of prnmotipnal merchandising. Their volume of business permits them to rise
large space continuously in the metropolitan newspapers and their organized man power specializes in mas.merchandising and continuous and
active, promotion and stimulation of
consumer demand. Special prices and
special offers play a very large part
in this activity."
Even a college professor of marketing vvnuld have to admit that in those
words Mr. Cunningham summed up
etfeetiveiy the type of high-power
competition that the independent retailer lias bad to contend with in the
last two or three decades.
ffrmT Try i/i t.'ttftii
However, Mr. Cunningham did an
even better job of summarizing the
independent retailer's position in that
competitive field when he said, "The
Small independent retailer cannot operate on the same basis as those large
retailers and his survival and his
profits depctid on his individual dcvelopment of a plan of merchandising
service in his area, that obtains for
him his share of the business in competition with the large store advertisers."
And—how could anyone summar-

ize the handicaps of the small retailer more completely than did Mr.
Cunningham in his next remark:
"The small independent retailer must
recognize that he must have an entirely different conception of his operations in rendering his service to
actual and potential customers."
"He cannot buy in the same large
quantities with the same vast assortment (as Ins big-store cnnipetitors)
and for his buying he must largely
depend on the assistance and guidance
of a few distributors who serve him.
He very seldom can use the metropolitan newspapers for advertising athe rate arid coverage are both out of
his reach. lie cannot feature price
specials and promotions as frequently
or with as great variety as the large
stores,"
Now, anyone who lias ever had the
opportunity to talk with Mr, Cunningham knows instinctively that he
would rarely launch into an important subject without having some very
definite thoughts and suggestions to
contribute.
Therefore it was not difficult for
the interviewer to extract from Mr.
Cunningham some very concrete and
entirely practical suggestions as to
how the independent dealer should
meet the competition that he finds in
Ins neighborhood.
Said Mr. Cunningham: "The small
unit dealer in deciding on his policies.
RADIO RETAILING. DECEMBER. 1936
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On this home-grouiul department
stores,
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stores

order houses have no
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advantage

says
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/'resident, RCA Manulncturing Co., Inc.,
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
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This is the third in n series oi' interviews with
important industry exeeulives by O. FRED. ItOST

it seems to me, must first consider
tliat lie is rendering a neighborhood
sendee and he should then develop
selling and advertising methods within
his means, to bring his store and his
service accurately, appealingly and
continuously to the people in his
neighborhood.
"It is most important that the outside of his store and show windows
and the inside of his store present
a clean, attractive appearance that will
give confidence to his local neighborhood in doing business with him.
"Continuous display of well-known
brands is the best means of impressing
his store on the minds of his commnnity as being operated by a reliable
merchant. He should he particularly
careful to see that the appearance of
his sales people and other employees
who contact customers is fitting and
proper.
"In short, he must identify himself
with his local community as a reliable,
courteous source of merchandise service and he must put his relations with
his customers as far as possible on a
personal basis." and then Mr. Cunningham finished off that part of his
suggestions with a 15-word broadside that represents the very crux of
the independent dealers' strength.
Here it is: "The large stores offer an
impersonal service; the small retailer
can offer a personal service."
Those 15 words should be rememRADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

bered by every independent dealer as
long as he is in business because they
express what is his greatest strength,
the bulwark of his position and the
one thing that he can claim always
and forever as an advantage over the
most efficient big-store or chain competitor.
Repairs A Weapott
Then Mr. Cunningham brought up
a subject that is particularly vital to
the radio industry as a whole and one
in which again the independent retailer can claim and preserve an inestimable and highly valuable advantage, namely, the service situation.
Here again Mr. Cunningham displayed not only an intimate knowledge
of the problem involved but he had
some very constructive suggestions
that dealers may well follow.
He said, "Some of the large retailers are actively developing reliable
efficient service departments. In my
experience too many of the small retailers look on service as something
that is expensive to them, instead of
looking on sendee as one of the most
valuable departments that a neighborhood merchant can develop."
"Service can he placed on a business, money-making basis. It offers
the finest opportunity for the small
retailer to have continuous contact
with the homes in his community and
out of those contacts he can build

sales for many merchandise items."
"The American home is becoming
steadily more electrified and more
mechanized. It cannot get along with
modern equipment without service.
Service must be rendered by men
trained in that field. The servicing
of a radio set, the proper installation
of an aerial, the servicing of a refrigerator, vacuum cleaner, etc.—all
are sources of constant revenue, that
the local neighborhood merchant
should develop."
"In many cases the alert dealer is
realizing this. However, it is necessary
that in organizing the sendee department the dealer should obtain most
competent help, should charge the full
value of the sendee rendered and
should stand behind the work done."
Then, in conclusion. Mr. Cunningham delivered himself of an observation that every small independent retailer might well memorize, paste on
his desk, paste on his cash register
and into his hat, because it expresses
what constitutes the formula to success for the independent merchant in
holding his own in competition with
the big stores, mail order houses and
chains.
It is this:
"Personalized, courteous service,
plus prompt efficient servicing are
the two basic fundamentals for a
neighborhood dealers' success in the
radio business.'*
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UlCIIBROW AMI) LOWBROW—In
records as in sels on which to play
them this shop sells down from quality
merchandise where necessary ratiier
than up from popular-priced items
..
wm
m

MILWAUKEE—When radio first
tickled the cortsumEr palate many music
stores stocked sets as a line incidental
and secondary to phonograpbs. Then
the tremendous strides made by the
new art eclipsed record reproducers and
the demand for discs, never completely
obliterated and today climbing rapidly,
was completely ignored.
Reversing usual dealer thinking and
so lifting itself put of the vvcher of ordinal'}' radio Stores, the Helen. Gunnis
Record Shop, recently opened here,
once again headiines records. Discs,
CDrnbinations. on which tD play them,
and individualizeil, band-carved cabinets
that go hand in hand with quality
musical iustrnnient business are the
PAGE M

concern's leaders. Straight radios are
stocked lor the average consumer but
play Second liddle to eonibinations in all.
promotion.
By specialising; in mcrcbandise. still
played down by the average radio shop,
partners Helen Gunnis and Ralph
(Irassler appropriate for themselves first
rank position in tt field involving comparatively little coinpetitiou. By featuring insti'-urncnts and accessories ordinarily relegated to a dark corner Gunnis
and Grassier attack one of the industry's
most difficult problems from a new
angle, automatically attracting quality
trade with money to buy higher unit
price equipment and then "selling
down" if necessary.

—By specializing
in merchandise still played down by
the average radio shop partners Helen
Gunnis and Ralph Grassier appropriate lor themselves first rank position
in a field involving comparatively
little competition
Obviously, the shop's approach is not
one adaptable by all dealers in all locaiilies. But its experience is proving that
there is room for one such specialist in
M ihyaukee. Which indicates that there
is room for others elsewhere. The
store's appearance is new, yet simultaneously old. Like the music stores of
the early days a home atmosphere is
carried out in the central salesroom.
Fine tapestries adorn the walls; several
genuine Japanese oil paintings and three
line bronzes are seen. The furniture
is all period design. The store is 49 by
22 feet overall, carpeted throughout and
indirectly lighted. Audition rooms are
6 by 8 feet, built of cclotex and supplied with Mexican chairs and end
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER. (936
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tables. Instead ol old-fashioned, conventional outlets along the walls, strip
moulding provides a.c. outlets every 6
inches.
The shop carries the largest retail
stock of records in the Northwest.
Popular numbers are stocked heavily
but foreign recordings and classical
libraries are also sold in considerable
number.
The sale of individualized, handcarved cabinets, probably because these
sell readily to just the type of customer
interested in classical recordings, is increasing rapidly and accounts for more
and more of the shop's revenue each
month. Straight radio sales, while
perhaps not phenomenal from the average dealer's viewpoint with respect to
unit volume, bring in a nice dollar
profit. For the Helen Gunnis Record
Shop works from the top strata of
buyers doicn to the average consumer,
rather than from the lower strata up.
Records, combinations and handcarved cabinets are the sales spearhead
of this radio retailer.
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—"IVL S. Electron", equipped by Seattle Radio Supply
to sell lubes and render radio service, gels under way for the far-north

e r v 1 c e
SEATTLE—The "M. S. Electron,"
now wintering in the harbor at Juneau,
Alaska, is (so far as we know) the
only sea-going radio tube and service
shop in existence. Owned by skipper
G. E. Goudie and operated in the interests of the Seattle Radio Supply
Company, distributor, the ship brings
to dealers in or near the coastwise
towns of the inaccessible and. far-northern pcnninsula a complete Tung-Sol

SE

r o m

h

stock and expert repair facilities for
sets that puzzle local talent. In addition, its staff renders an invaluable
service to other boats plying Alaskan
waters by repairing commercial transmitters, charging batteries and even
re-winding generators and motors.
The crew is particularly well fitted
for its job. G. E. Goudie has been
connected with the radio industry since
1920, is a graduate of electrical and

e a
radio engineering from the University
of Washington, built KDZZ, one of
the Pacific Northwest's first broadcast
stations and has been with Keystone
Research, Radio Engineering and
Manufacturing Company and the North
West Laboratories. He holds amateur license W7DH.
His brother, Jack Goudie, is a wellknown marine engineer and a licensed
commercial radio operator.
Fred
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—HereV llie boat's: eominorcial 'phone Iransmiller,
he crew huilrfc such rigs: to order, fixes 'em and relays
lessages: ashore for other mariners
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—When the ship drops anchor
dealers ean come aboard, be impressed by the lube displays and see repair work in progress on the bench
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Greenalgh, W7DWH, is a commercial
receiver specialist. And W. O. Witte,
also a licensed commercial radio operator, is an electrician.
Equipment includes 110 volts a.c. or
d.c. from 8,000 lbs. of Globe-Union
batteries and a generator, complete
electric and acetylene welding apparatus and a complete radio test bench.
M. B, James of Seattle Radio Supply (pinch-hitting as a reporter because the "Electron's" crew is at
present operating in tbe Alaskan interior, where they will remain until
the ship is again commissioned in the
spring) advises that the company's
Alaskan business runs into many
thousands of dollars a month and that
use of the unique sea-going shop is
rapidly increasing volume. The ability
and
engineering
experience
possessed by the various men comprising the crew has enabled them to secure
many government contracts and radio
service business which has never been
touched before.
Tung-Sol tubes, according to James,
arc consigned to the ship from the
Seattle headquarters, re-consigned by
the ship to dealers of the northern
penninsula for sale to the retail trade.
The only difficulty reported is the poor
mail service in the winter. This holds
up consignment reports which are vitally necessary for sales planning and
stock re-filling.
He hopes to solve this one problem.

■L,
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APPLIANCES CO 'ROUND —This window liimtable, representing a $65
investment, paid for itself in ten days, according to Morris Paseh of
Milwaukee. Il Ik 4-fl. in diameter and will handle three console radios

Telephone Teehnicfiie
MILWAUKEE—Use of the telephone as a speedy means of getting in
touch with prospects is recommended
highly by tbe Pascb Radio Stores. This
organization makes 50 calls per day
and of this amount 5 per cent, at last
count, buv merchandise.

CIRCULAR RADIO DlSPi.AY — Useful to departmentalized stores such
as that of Markowitz it Kesnick, Miami, is this circular counter idea. It
presents table models to advantage, keeps radio away from other merchandise and provides a "protected" area for consoles
page 16

A close check on sources of newbusiness recently revealed that 47 per
cent was obtained from old customers
who had patronized the store in the last
14 years. So the first step in the Pasch
telephone campaign is to go over its old
customer list. Second, the firm obtains
a voting list and checks this against
the city directory and telephone book.
The city directory gives the occupation of every person listed therein. If
a man is listed in the directory as having a good job but has no telephone bis
name is jotted down for a future personal call. Many people who have
money to buy do not have 'phones, according to Morris Pasch, because they
do not wish to be bothered with a lot
of calls. This percentage runs about
10 per cent, he believes, the remaining
90 per cent having little objection to
telephoned sales solicitations if these are
diplomatically handled.
Seasonal interests are plugged in all
'phone solicitations. Say, for example,
that it is near the fall buying season.
People who had been contacted before
and said they might he interested in the
fall are concentrated upon. If personal
calls were made on everyone enjoying
this status, according to Pasch, it would
take six months or more to cover the
ground. Furthermore, by the time the
list was worked over the buying status
of many would have changed.
Speed is the essence of modern selling. he contends, and good coverage of
prospects at an economical rate can
only be accomplished by telephone.
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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A NEW HIGH SALES FIGURE
WITH
THE NEW KADETTE
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AC MODEL 35
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24
COMPLETE WITH TUBES
New Finger-tip Tele-matic Diet Tuning , . . new, finer tone
quality . . . new cabinet of exclusive modern design . . . new
high standards of performance ... a new high in radio value.
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Kadette, always a step ahead of the radio parade, steps
out with the only low-priced table radio having this
modern type of dial tuning.
Of a long list of sales features, the most important
is the new Finger-tip Tele-matic Dial Tuning. It
combines the simplicity of the telephone dial with the
smoothness of the vernier drive. Names of favorite
stations may be inserted at proper points for instant
tuning. The easily fead dial is brightly illuminated at
the point of tuning.
Cabinet of the Kadette Tele-matic Model 35 is
modernly styled with sloping front of beautiful grain,
striped walnut. Solid ends are in dark, contrasting
finish—modern,
bar-type grille. Size is 12l/2 inches
wide, 12XA inches tall and OVz inches deep.
The Kadette Tele-matic chassis is a five-tube AC
superheterodyne.
Tunes complete broadcast and
entire upper police ranges—540 to 1875 kilocycles
(555-166 meters). Automatic volume and overload
control—continuously variable tone control—high sensitivity, extremely selective. Unusually fine tone; new
design dynamic speaker with greater effective cone area.
Look over these features but don't overlook the high
sales figure you can dial with the Kadette Tele-matic
Model 35. This new Kadette will show you some real
profits—wise dealers will order a good supply right now.
INTERNATIONAL RADIO CORPORATION
524 Williams Street
ANN ARBOR
MICHIGAN
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EFFICIENT LAYOUT—Note the placing of the phonograph record
department and the main table model radio display at the extreme rear.
Customers have to pass consoles and major appliances to buy low unit
price merchandise

Flour

Sales

DENVER—Says Herb Names, sales
manager for the Welts Music Company, interviewed here :
"Floor-lead sales have increased 25
per cent and salesmen compete eagerly
for 'number one' position due to the
effectiveness of our new merit system
of handling men.
"The majority of onr sales have been
coming from leads secured on the sales
floor. 65 per cent to be exact. This
fact tends to stimulate quite some
rivalry among the salesmen. 'Who will
get to work the floor?' The matter is
not left to be decided by a toss-up. It
has become a system.
"We have in our department sixregular salesmen. Two men are used
on the floor at all times, providing what
we call twelve floor days in each week.
The store-selling positions are divided

Entourages

into six 'number one' and six 'number
two' places. The 'number one' man is
the one who greets every customer to
enter the department unless he is busy,
in which case the 'number two' man
receives his chance for an initial contact.
"The first and second high men with
respect to monthly sales each receive
two 'number one' positions per week for
the following month. The third and
fourth high salesmen are allowed to
work two days a week also but they
must he content with one 'number one'
and one 'number two' position. The balance of the floor days are assigned to
the low men in sales, all in the 'number
two' position.
"The incentive to work for good floor
positions is: obvious. Increase in our
sales has been the result."

Fred I i

MILWAUKEE—Ray Haasch, interviewed here concerning a recent decision
to encourage time-payment business
even at the loss of some cash transactions, informs "Radio Retailing" that
his gross profit is now averaging 35 per
cent. He points out that most customers
offering cash practically insist on a discount, which makes this class of business
less profitable than credit transactions.
PAGE 18
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ST. LOUIS—The Famous-Earr
Company finds that not all people who
have their old radios repaired are satisfied with them, even when a first-class
job is done. The performance of newer
sets is beginning to penetrate into the
home and older models suffer by comparison.
Turning an annoyance into capital,
•the company mailed 1,000 letters on
September 1 to service customers of the
past two years, advising these customers that the amount of the old repair
bills could be applied toward the purchase of a new set. The letters were
sent only to customers whose service
billing did not exceed $5, in order to
keep the allowance down. A copy of the
original radio service order bill was
sent along.
Twenty-seven customers responded
and bought sets following the offer.
Some customers called by phone to say
that they had paid their service bills.
The salesman answering the phone explained to such excited callers that the
letter told why the bill had been sent
and took advantage of the misunderstanding to suggest a new set demonstration.
All service customers now patronizing the store are advised, when they
pay their bill, that the sum can be applied against a new set purchase anytime within a 30-day period.

II living

especially where an additional finance
charge is made.
Haasch points out to cash customers
the value of financing, which leaves
funds free for other purposes. He does
this even before a discount is demanded,
believing that the majority of cash customers will eventually ask for one and
leave the store without buying if it is
not forthcoming.

25 TUBES, SO WHAT—RCA
Victor dealers in the Cedar
Rapids territory have found an
excellent answer for those prospects who judge the value of a
radio solely by the number of
tubes. The "prop" basket illustrated is trolled out
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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Amazing

New

Line

AGAIN NORGE LEADS!
Enthusiastic Acceptance

Scores

Smashing

Success
Sets New Record

The 1937 Norge Home Appliances shown in a special preview to Norge distributors caused the greatest sensation in the
history of the company. Backing their tremendous enthusiasm
with Si5,000,000 worth of signed orders, the distributors
attending the meeting predicted that Norge would cause the
greatest buying wave in home appliances that the industry has
ever seen. Again Norge leads with products that sell on sight!
A

WORD

TO

WISE

DEALERS:

WAIT!

2

In addition to presenting products
with the greatest natural sales appeal ever found in any complete
line, Norge announced the biggest
sales promotion and advertising
campaign in its history! Alert dealers will fall into line in the Norge
Profit Parade immediately. Liberal
Finance plans make it EASY to be
a Norge dealer, too.

DEALERS:

MAIL

COUPON

I
/

NOW!

NORGE DIVISION Borg-Warner
Corporacion, Detroit, Mich.
| Please send me Jnll information on the
I 1937 Norge line and details of the Norge
| dealership proposition:
NAME
I ADDRESS
CITY

Rotator Rolrleerallon (Domestic and Commercial) * Gss and Electilc Rango • Washers and IrMert • WMrfator ON Burners * Flne-AIr Furnaces
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, im

Air Cofidlllonlnc

Circulator Room Heaters
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• INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS save footsteps,
speed up routine

• New

"paekage

merehamlise"

is compact, often easier than
radio to install

CONFERENCE, REMOTE-CONTROL—Render unit, neatly eueased in liakelite, flatters the busy exeeufive's desk
:-tJ: i,
. •i,:■
SPri

''

K?';!

wmi
FAST AND ACCL'RATE—Here's one end of
the Vumer speet-h eontrol system in operation

YOU'VE SEEN THIS ONE—John Barryinorc- in the flicker
^Counselor At Law", uses a Telematic (Dictograph Products)

ig-d • >>

®:i|d
r

(COMPACT, SIMPLE—A eompleie setup made hy Simplex
shows absence of eompliealed wiring
FREES "1 ELEPHONE EAR—Talk to a ciislomer and cheek willi
«>llier departments over a Bel/ane (I5<'JI Sound)
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DIRF/!

READILY PORTABLE—Carrier-Call ran be
quickly shifted where you need it

NO BUZZERS, BELLS—The FAectroCall (United Scientific
Lahs.) talks right up above shop noise

SOME of the equipment illustrated
works just one way. Some permits
the user to talk or listen but is "simplex",
requiring the lliek of a switch. Other
units work "duplex", talk and listen
simultaneously without switching.

1

NO WIRE-HOLDING—This information clerk can reach
anyone in the plant, instantly, with a unit made by Sound
Systems

Some systems permit individual selection
of "stations".
Some require inter-eonnection by means of wires while others
use the electric light lines themselves as
the transmission medium.
Practically all those shown are available
in a variety of models and most manufacturers make several types. Details,
obviously, cannot be given in each case.
Additional information may be obtained
through Radio Retailing, on request.

tei
STEEL CAN TAKE IT—Operadio unit, completely encased in
a modemistie metal cabinet
NO MIKE TO HOLD—Here's
the socket microphone and control unit made by Miles

SI

j
■ 'if:
<ir

■»

DOCTORS, TOO—Teteialk (Webster-Racine), at work in
a medico's reception room
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

1

TRANSMITTER, IN MOTION—Policemen and amateurs in cars
provide a new thrill for the listener

EXPLAI1\I1V« THE

FLTKA-HIGH^

By C. A. Xueblinit

HOW often has a customer confronted you with the statement;
"My new set is fine—all except the
last band. I can't get a thing—what
should I hear—how should I tune it?"
Possibly these questions relative to
the ultra high frequencies have puzzled you also.
Contrary to some beliefs, all high
frequency signals, better known as
short waves, do not travel great distances. Waves shorter than 10 meters
(ultra high frequencies) seldom
cover more than 100 to 150 miles, and
those around five meters, between 25
and 50 miles. Plowever, this band
possesses unusual capabilities for
such local services as two-way police
systems, television and amateur and
other experimental stations in that
static is not troublesome and fading
non-existant. Ignition interference
from automobiles is, however, present.
Hear lioth Sides
Two-way police installations are
becoming very popular in many cities.
PAGE 22

With such a system, both the patrol
car and the dispatch station can be
heard, thus the news is received as it
is being made. Typical stations in the
New York area can be found at
Garden City, L. I., Harrison, N. Y.,
Newark, N. J., and Jersey City.
They operate at various intervals between 30 mc. and 50 mc. on the dial.
In some sections of the country experimental television programs are
being broadcast. The National Broadcasting Company, New York City,
for example, has been carrying on this
work for some time. The sound portion of each experimental broadcast
is transmitted on 62 mc. while the
picture apparatus operates on 52 mc.
Of course the picture transmission is
valueless without a special receiver
and associated equipment, not available at present. However, the sound
channel offers very interesting programs to the owner of an ultra high
frequency receiver.
The 56 to 60 mc. portion of the
ultra high frequencies is set aside for
amateur radio stations. In most cases,

it will he difficult to hear these stations, since, because of frequency
modulation, the signals jump slightly
from one frequency to another and
could not be followed with a selective receiver. Many amateurs are installing stabilized equipment, and in
the near future it should be possible
to receive these signals just as well
as the commercial stations.
The tuning of these receivers is
quite critical; slow, careful tuning is
even more essential on the ultra high
frequencies than on normal short
wave hands. Once a few stations are
picked up it is a simple matter to "get
the hang of things."
Brxt Antenna f t'rlit ni
Probably the most important factor
in high frequency reception is the
antenna system. There are various
and varied types on the market. Maximum results are obtained when the
antenna is approximately one half
wavelength long, mounted in a vertical position and as high and clear of
surrounding objects as possible. Customers living on high hills will generally report better ultra high frequency reception than those located
in low country.
The two wire transmission-linetype is to be preferred. A simple yet
highly efficient system can be devised
by splitting back one end of a transmission line cable for about five feet,
attaching an insulator at each end of
the unraveled section and suspending
it vertically. The rest of the line is
carried away at right angles to the
center for about 4 or 5 feet, then run
down and connected to the set in the
usual manner.
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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MAKES

IT THE

GREATEST

THAT WAS

EVER

SELF-SELLER

ON

YOUR

FLOOR

!

r

BOND

NO. 602
$ J2S

%

NO. 2299

COMPLETE

99c
COMPLETE

■x

mm

j
J

%
H
#:

Each style comes packed
in Its own colorful, pricemarked FREE DISPLAY
. . . of which the above
No. 990 is typical.

m

NO, 2298
99c

Vc

w

$

K

rii,

h
©
*
4
-

in
bst
and

NO. 2093

if

98c
COMPLETE
4

Profits

Turnover

QUALITY

EADERSHJP in styling, materials, design—that is where
these highly attractive Bond quick sellers get their big
X quality appeal. Supplied In popular-priced self-selling
deals that turn aver quickly and yield excellent profit.
BOND FLASHLIGHTS FOR CHRISTMAS SALES
Priced to Retail Complete with Bond Super Service Mono-ceils
39^ No.
2122—Full
special
in Dealchromium
No, 390. plated 2-cell Spreadlight. Offered
AO/f No. 502—Full chromium plated 2>cell Spotlight. Offered
special In Deal No. 490.
0
98^ ^black
" corrugated
':'^re"®ronz
' Spotlight,
and
fibre.' Boby
Offered
special golden
in Dealbronre
No, 198.
0
99ft ^gated
' 2299—Fibre-Brom
in golden
and black corrufibre. Offered special
in Dealbronze
No. 990.

QQ/f No. 2298—Brom-Lite in solid golden bronze. Offered special in Deal No, 980.

BOND
"EG,

PAGE 24

PAT off

$1.25
Handsome
Stylo
Spotlight
602 In
chromium
and
*
three
different
color
designs.No.
Offered
special
in Display
Package No. 600, without batteries.
<%aA. youA. QobbsViA. SaleAimui. fyfi. gulL dsdaliA.
BOND ELECTRIC CORPORATION
New Haven, Conn. • Chicago, III. • San Francisco, Calif.
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FAMOUS RADIO STARS WHO
HAVE

MAD E

RECORDS

I

Bing Crosby

|

Kate Smith

Jessica Dragonette

Lanny Ross

Ruth Etting

^

Arthur Tracy

i

Frank Crummit

j

Rudy Vallee

Boswell Sisters
Harry Richman

FAMOUS ORCHESTRAS
Ber Bernie

Jfv . ^ V^J

Guy Lombardo
Abe Lyman

;

iree Ways

To

i

Wayne King

j

Paul Whiteman

t

Vincent Lopez

Jacques Renard
Eddie Duchin

Ray Noble

;

Leo Reisman

I

THESE AND MANY MORE OFFER DISC
ENCORES

Play Modern

Buy a New
ELECTRICAL
RECORD-PLAYER

RADII
RETAILING!

j

Recordings

kl

|
I

In The Modern

Manne

*

Y^elvinator

cuts

cost

The keynote of the Kelvinator pro-

the

of better

living

standards of American living.

gram for 1937 will be—"Kelvinator
It will make possible for the man of
Cuts the Cost of Better Living".
average income such luxury as has only
In a few short weeks you will learn

been dreamed of by the millionaire.

about the program.
It will present an opportunity to
It will be welcomed by millions of
families throughout America.
It will reach the people in your
city, your town, your village.
It will herald a renaissance in the

KELVINATOR

salesmen, specialty dealers, department
and furniture stores, public utilities,
such as has not been known before.
You will want to know about it.
You will want to be part of it.

CORPORATION

Detroit • Mich iga n
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THIS

STORK

J:X.r

SELLS

V/; figgfrnu
U
xm

Another action window

mst

designed

1
Area ,vr' '

for

Radio Retailing*s readers

//'A'
Jui i /I\ tl^ed/
BR>HCJ TO YOu
»HS *4FWi AND Muttc
OF Ali. tHE
WOULD

expressly

M

By S . L. Cochrane

If"
■ " ."

PLACE
COyNTERNCCC&SARY
WEIGHT I
■ COUNTERWEIGHT
HERE
rf

r
v;} -v*' :'f ;v;;7;V
iBr-" ; ^

HERE is an action window designed to assist Radio Retailinc/'s readers in the dramatic presentation of new allwave table model
radios. It also lends itself admirably
to display of relatively small accessory items and minor electrical appliances.
The modernistic stork's head and
neck slowly move up and down, somewhat as a genuine stork is supposed
to perform while in flight. If the
hackgrouml is neutral, a bright color
may be used to bring out: the stork—
preferably bright red or pcrsian orange. The carrier cloth from the
stork's bill that seems to hold the
cabinet, should be in a color, or colors,
strongly contrasting with the stork.
Such a gayly moving combination
of color and whimsy is bound to stop
almost every pedestrian passing, and
arouse far greater interest than the
very best still display.
The map may appear to be up-sidedown at first glance, but it is merely
arranged at right angles to what one
is usually accustomed to see. The
equator runs up and down, and not
in the usual cross-wise way of maps
and globes. This permits, the great
broadcasting cities of the world to
appear in a rectangular shape. America has little showing, but then we
are selling foreign reception, and may
safely let local reception he taken for
granted—or left to a sentence on a
sign card.
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TO WIRE
MOTOR
SCREW
EYE
(SEE TEXT)

■ - wcA« SUPPORT
-CLEAT

PIVOT
REIUFORCINC?
WOODEN
STRIP

▲
From the
SIDEWALK

From the
REAR ^

The working diagram has been
drawn in detail and requires few explanations, but attention is called to
the necessity of setting tip a pivot that
cannot wabble and creep. A smooth,
fixed bolt, properly trued up, running
through a smooth collar in the moving
member, plus a couple of greased
washers on each side will answer, if
the motor delivers 1/SO/h.p., or better. As the circular element on the
motor shaft has an eccentric motion,
it will be well to run the connecting
wire through one or two eye rings,
placed near the top, in order to insure a straight pull downward.
Take the chassis out of the cabinet;
there is no need of this extra weight.
Then cut a narrow slot in the stork's
bill for the carrier cloth to pass
through. Securely wire the cabinet to
the stork, placing felt or other nonmarring material where the wire contacts the cabinet. The cloth covers

MOTOR
6 WITH
R.RM.
REOUCTION

the wire and appears to be the real
support. If a thin board is used for
the stork, a reinforcing board should
be screwed on the rear, as suggested
in the drawing. A heavy, board will
require no extra strengthening.
This particular motion is power one
way and gravity the other. Consequently, counterweight will be required at the rear of the moving element—just enough weight so that the
weight of the other end will he slightly
greater, and thus allow the visible end
to drop from its extra weight; the
motor, of course, draws it up.
Many standard makes of backgeared reduction motors are suitable.
The speed outlet should deliver about
6 rpm. Naturally, any practical reduction method will answer. It may also
be well to weight the platform, especially if space limitations require a
narrow one, in order to maintain the
display structure in a rigid position.
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Spreading rapidly is the use of
trailers, modern canvassing aids.
Sets, service and electrical appliances are everywhere taking to
the road and dealer effort is by
no means confined to rural areas

mm
J

By Tom F. Blackburn

TORES are growing wheels. If
S the mountain won't come to Mohamet then Mohamet will go to the
mountain. And the modern canvassing vehicle is the trailer, powered by the dealer's family car.
This new trend in retail merchandising is everywhere becomingmore apparent. Take Sander & Company, Inc., of St. Louis, for example.
Quaintly the people of St. Louis
call one of their highways "The
Gravois." It's a typical middle class
commercial street, and if you followed its diagonal stretch in 1931
you would have ultimately come to
number 3552. Here the neatly
trimmed windows and usual display
would have revealed an average electrical and radio store.
NOW the scene changes to August,
1936—

A "NATURAL" FOR ALLIED LINES—While Sander is on ihe
ground demonstrating radios he passes up no chance to push
appliances too
A burst of music under your window almost causes you to shove off
a flower pot as you look out. A band
below is playing "The Sidewalks of
New York." Down in front a big
white trailer and car has stopped.
Women in kitchen aprons are entering its door. Zzzzing! goes your
doorbell. "Would you like to enter
a little sporting event that cannot
lie mentioned in a polite magazine
like Radio Retailing because of lot-

&

PAR
en1937

en mn

Price

DISTRIBUTORS TOO — The Parker Company of Denver, distributing
Sentinel farm and electric radios, reports that this trailer is one of the
reasons why business is better even than 1929
PAGE 28

tery laws?" asks a suave salesman.
It's the Home Appliance Caravan
calling on you. Sander & Company,
Inc., now wearing the colorful title
of "Home Appliance Caravan."
You join the shirtsleeved, slippered, aproned throng and step inside, There you see a line of radios,
a range, a washer, a refrigerator, an
ironer, a cooker and a vacuum
cleaner. A 110-walt light plant furnishes lig'hts and power for the public address system.
"How do I know these things will
work?" asks a visitor,
"Easy enough, brother," replies
Mr. Sander. "If you will please
permit me to run this extension
cord into your apartment, we'll be
glad to oblige with a demonstration
on anything."
Elmer A. Sander is one of the first
radio and electric dealers in the country to take the plunge off the spring
board into an exclusive trailer system of selling. He is in a position
to contrast its advantages with what
he obtained from a store location.
"Some twenty-four people a day
walked into our store at 3552
Gravois," he states. "Out of these
we obtained from ten to eleven prospects. With the trailer we have
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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MISSOURI'S HIS LANDLORD — Elinor
A. Sander of Si. Louis says his license
plate's his rent
trom 125 to 150 people a clay visiting our display. From these we
glean forty to forty-five prospects
who are equally good. The fact that
we are doing from two to three times
as much business would indicate that
for a small dealer the idea is a
sound one. We'll better our $42,000
volume next year by a good deal.
Overhend Coats Reditcerf
"Now then, we also shear off our
costs. Up at 3552 Gravois our
monthly bills were something like
this;
$175 rent
38 electric bill
10 porter
36 phone
$259 a month fixed expenses
"Since we took to trailer selling
August 1. our comparative costs are
as follows:
$60
rent
14.50 telephone
3.50 electric bill
$78.00 a month fixed expenses
"A little subtraction will show you
that we are $181 ahead per month.
Gut at 3312 Kingshighway we have
a big garage and a little bungalow
office for receiving finance payments.
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

LOW-RENT HEADQUARTERS—Sander maintains this small bungalowoffice in a low-rent area. People pay time payments here and can reach
him on ihe 'phone. Repairs are handled in the rear and a garage is
attached
It's accessible, hut not a hot retail
section. With greatly improved customer contacts, and a big saving on
a store, we are ahead in the game."
Inside the big garage there is
space for merchandise, the trailer
and a service department. Up front
is a little . bungalow where a girl
is on duty with the books. Here is
carried a stock of table appliances.
The trailer is worked from 8:30
to 12. I ;30 to 4, and 6:30 to 9. It
cost $1,830 complete, $1,400 tor
trailer alone, $250 for power plant
(with a reserve of 200 watts) and
$80 for air brakes. Costs of pulling
the trailer are only slightly more than
running a car. As many as six salesmen accompany the caravan.
"Our approach varies," says Mr,
Sander. "We play records on the
public address system in poorer
neighborhoods to induce people to
assemble. In high grade neighborhoods, our salesmen call at homes
and escort women to the machine.
Back in the days when Sander &
Company depended a lot on walk-in
leads, some $150 a month was spent
for advertising. Today $35 a month
is the outgo, chiefly for souvenirs
that will attract people to the trailer.
Mr, Sander utters one word of

warning to dealers contemplating a
trailer selling: "Don't let your men
take the trailer out without a supervisor. You will find them parked
somewhere enjoying a little music
and Matching under some tree, and
the investment is too much not to
be kept working."
Another Practical Example
As broad as the horizon is the
radio store operated by partners L.
A, LeSaulnier and R. E. Many. Not
as the wind, hut as customers listeth
the firm travels over the countryside
from its base at 1206 West Jefferson,
Los Angeles.
Thereby the L & M Radio Company has gained customers over a
five hundred mile area. This perambulating activity has built a growing
business from scratch, in about two
years time. Starting with a hole-inthe-wall service shop, the partners
are now operating a rolling sales and
service establishment, bringing their
business right up to the door.
The cost: $3800 invested in a custom-built trailer and shop equipment
for same. The trailer-shop is pulled
behind an ordinary coupe. It is
(Please turn In pai/c 46)
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dations now available
for live refrigerator
dealers who want to
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make money in '37.
WESTING HOUSE,
Refrigerator Division,
Mansfield, Ohio
is
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•

PLANS

STEWART-WARNER SPRINGS NEW
FINANCE PLANS AT CONVENTION
Floor Plan and Special Chrisfmas Deferred Payment Idea Presented to
69 Distributors by Brinsley of C. I. T.

JOHN F. DITZELL, sains mana^nr
for radio and refrigeralioiit lakes
nourish men I at his company's
recent shindig:

FRED R. CROSS, advertising manager, revealed that the familiar
Mark and while design was being
carried over

plans. In addition to the regular finance
plan of "No money down and three years
to pay," with non-recourse to dealers, a
new floor plan eliminating finance charges
to dealers was introduced. And Brinsley
further outlined a special finance plan on
retail sales which permits the purchaser to
buy a new 1937 Stewart-Warner refrigerator during the Christmas season on a
small down-payment basis with no monthly
payment due for four months.
The meeiing was conducted by John F.
Ditzell, refrigeration and radio sales manager, who gave the. address-of welcome and
summarized the 1936 record of sales. The
new refrigerator line, introduced at an
unusually early date to permit distributors
to complete sectional dealer meetings by
the end of December and so start the 1937
sales .Campaign with a rush, was presented by C. I?. D'Olive, chief refrigeration
engineer, followed by J. N. Golten.
Newspaper advertising ami promotion
material was presented by F. R. Cross and
A. I!. Dicus. Hays MacFarland, of the
Mac Far land Advertising Agency, said that
national advertising includes a weekly natinn-wide broadcast over CBS, featuring
Horace Hcidt and his "Brigadiers." F. A.
1 liter, vice-president and general sales
manager, announced prices of the entire refrigerator lino, discount terms and advertising all iwances.
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FRANK fllTER, vice-prcsirfont
anil general manager, mIio spoke
glowingly of 19117 sales prospects

Grunow Ups Two Set Prices
CHICAGO—An increase of $10 in the
list price of its ll-tubc Model 1191 receiver
and its 12-tul)e Model 1291 has been announced by the General Household Utilities
Company, effective immediately. Increase
production cost is given as the reason for
this rise.
The change in price does not affect 11and 12-Utbe consoles, already in the higher
price brackets.

ARCHIE R. TILLER of Ricbmond, Virginia, was high man
among 1936 distributors
Majestic Opens Export Office

CHICAGO Just missing our November
issue news deadline, the Stewart-Warner
Corporation held its annual refrigerator
convention at the Drake Hotel October
29 and 30. The company's entire distributing organization nf 69 from the United
States and Canada attended, most distrihRADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

utors bringing along others in their sales
organizations and so swelling attendance
to 273.
Of great interest to distributors assembled at the Drake was the description bv
E. F. Brinsley (Commercial Investment
T rust Corporation) of two new finance

CHICAGO—Harry J, Scheel, newly appointed export sales manager for the Majestic Radio and Television Corporation,
announces the opening of an export sales
division office at 330 South Wells Street.
The overseas demand for the concern's
merchandise, says Scheel. is highly encouraging.
PAGE 3 i
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Program Locater

Simplex

Drops

Private

Brands

Will Sell Exclusively Through Jobbers Beginning January, Building National
Prestige With Broadcasting, Magazines, Newspapers

r^.
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Here's Grunow's new automatic program locater, which cleverly helps
popularize the company's Teledidl
at the same time. The pictures of
15 stars are Included. Turn to the
star's picture and the time of his program appears above, along with an
advertising message

SAXDUSKY—From H. C. Maibohm,
of the Simplex Radio Company, we learn
that effective January 1, all activity in the
private-brand field is to be discontinued.
Maibohm's decision to drop tbis type of
business, which has represented considerable Volume, comes just as Simplex rounds
out its thirteenth year of radio manufacturing and is influenced by a sharp increase
in business obtained on its own trademarked merchandise through authorized
jobbers.
Sales have shown a consistent increase,
says Maibohm, and each year has seen the
Simplex distributor organization grow, both
in this country and abroad. The efforts of
these distributors are to be supported by
nationwide broadcasting and advertising
campaigns and announcements to this effccl
have already gone forward to the company's field representatives. Points at which
no jobber representation has yet been arranged as we go to press arc expected to
he covered by the first of the year.

:

T

H. C. Maibohm, who announced the
new Simplex policy

Emerson Exporter
TOWN FETES MAJESTIC

RMA NOISE MEETING ON
NEW YORK-—As we go to press, a
meeting of the Joint Coordination Committee on Radio Reception of RMA, NEMA
and the Edison Electric Institute is in
progress at the latter's headquarters.
Problems of radio interference, including those caused by diathermy apparatus,
are being considered and a report is to be
made on the interference work of the
American Standards Association's Joint
Committee.

MARION, IND.—Civic leaders of tbis
city gave a royal welcome late in November to N. L. Cohen, president, H. M. Stein,
treasurer, E, M. Mayer, Chicago counselor,
and Larry Kcan, director of advertising
and promotion for the Majestic Radio and
Television Corixiratiou, arriving to officially inspect the Corporation's new factory.
Twenty-seven retail business firms in
downtown Marion put in special Majestic
window displays and the local newspaper
Marion Leadcr-Tribwt£ ran a special
Section,

m

How to Popularize a Trademark

J

Here s fhe way Kay Sales drama+iiedl the fact that it sells 6 different radio products
at a party attended by 73 servicemen from Tulsa, Oklahoma, and surrounding territory, November 24

Frank Harris, 16 years an exporter,
who now does his stuff as export
manager for the Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corporation

Claros+at Hires Reps.
BROOKLYN, N. YT.—Three new territorial sales representatives are announced
by the Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc. W. VV.
Boes, Dayton, Ohio, will handle the Ohio
territory and northern Kentucky, including
Louisville. Herbert A. Roes, with headquarters in Kansas City, will look after
Clarostat sales in northern Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska and western Missouri. And
Gordon G. Moss of Greely, Colo., will
cover Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico
and western Nebraska.
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Byler Joins KadeHe

Radiomen Support Worthy Charity

AXN ARBOR—C. A. Verschoor, president of International Radio Corporation,
announces the appointment of Henry W.
Byler, formerly with Philco, as Kadette
production engineer.

m.
r.

Clever Decal

Kill! fUEUJS
wiiiEMit:
Paying $ 100-the-couple, prominent radiomen attended a dinner given by the Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies at the Waldorf, November 22,
Seated, left to right: Powell Crosley, Jr., A. Atwater Kent, David Sarnoff, Arthur T,
Murray, James M. Skinner and B. S. Youngholm. Standing, left to right: Jules Smith.
Gene Tracey, Paul Felix Warburg, A. Atwater Kent, Jr., Samuel D. Leidesdorf, Solomon Lowenstein, Henry Benjamin, Walter E, Beer, Herman Stein and Ben Abrams

sflies
REnm

^.1
insrHLUsTisnsi.iSvtirtfUEresi
Amperite supplies this business-building decalcomania to its dealers, taking little printed credit. It is S'/j by
inches overall; is red, black and
white on a gold background

Vawter With Tobe
CANTON, MASS.—James If. Vawter
of 259 North Drive, Buffalo, X. V., has
just joined the Tobe Deutschmann Corporation; will cover northern New York as
factory representative.

New Crosley Merch, Mgr.
CINCINNATI—G. Earle Walker, well
known in the trade fur his many years of
experience in the practical application of
modern merchandising methods and author
of many successful merchandising plans,
has been appointed merchandise manager
tor the Crosley Radio Corporation, serving
under Thomas W. Merger, general sales
manager.
In his new capacity, Walker will render
assistance to Crosley distributors and dealers in expanding sales activities and in sotting up efficient retail sales organizations
throughout the country .

Hamburg Opens Swanky New Showroom

XT
W-A
r
A m

-""r"
n

Clever use of light partitions to segregate different kinds of merchandise lends the
new showroom just opened by Hamburg Brothers, Pittsburgh, an effective modernistic air

PARRIS JOINS DUNN
CLARINDA, IOWA—C, L. Parris, who
just a few weeks ago advised in a personal
letter to Radio Retailing's Editor that he
had sold his holdings in the Wincharger
Corporation, relinquished his post as president and sales manager and looked forward to a long and needed shooting and
fishing excursion, now comes through with
a press-lime flash announcing that he has
become president and sales manager of the
Dunn Manufacturing Company, changed
its corporate name to Harris-Dunn Corporation.
Parris-Dtmn, of which W. G. Dunn hecomes vice-president, has had twenty years'
experience in the wind-driven charger and
automotive accessories field, fevrs patents on
a control device for wind-driven mechanisms which is understood to have few parts,
is not affected by snow and ice, does not
rotate, adds no inert mass to the propeller,
acts as an air-furl, permits complete stoppage of the machine when necessary without brakes, drags or clutches which might
throw undue strain on generator shaft or
■bearings.
The emnpany will in the immediate future concentrate on the business of producing wind-driven chargers which may he
mounted either before or behind the mounting lever,
Walts, New Wincharger S. M.
SIDUX CITY—W. V\ .
atts. former
Montgomery, Ward & Company mail-order
sales manager, has been appointed sales and
advertising manager of the Wincharger
Corporation.
He brings to the Sioux City manufacturer of wind-driven electrical generating
machinery 14 years of experience in the
sale and promotion of radio and electrical
household appliances in farm markets.
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troubles.

Saves your money!
aclive radio men from llicir own experiences.
Why spend hours testing and re-testing a
balky set, when with this book, you can put
your finger on the most probable cause of the
trouble in a few seconds.
• These "Tricks" will show you how to spot
a lot of troubles that won't show up in any
lest equipment. If you value your lime and
are interested in saving yourself a lot of
headaches—get a copy of 'Tricks of the
Trade"—today. IT IS FREE TO YOU if
you accept this offer now.

How to Got This Book
FREE
Fill in mill rclurn the order blsink below
with the subscription tee to cover one
year of Radio Retailing for $t or three
years for $2 and you receive (his new
book—FUICI1—as our gift.
The book Is not for sate separately. No
credit orders can be accepted. Don't delay. Tbcy won't last long. Mail your
order—NOW.

and payment—Today!

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Attadied is $2 for a 3 year Riibscription to
O. K. Radio Retailing. With this order 1 am to get
a FREE
copy of the 50-page service book—"Tricks of the
Trade*1. I'll pay the expressman 15c for delivery charges,
Send the book at once. Check here Q if this is renewal order.
Name
Position.
Street
Slate.
City
Our Main Rnslness Is.
Check here and remit $1 if vou with onlu
□ wne pair subtcHpiian PLUS FJtBJt book.

FORM

RADIO RETAILING
330 West 42nd Street
New York, N. Y,
t nffer fAit after /*ec. Jll. tpii
v:
■U%

*1 Ox V

No orders accepted without payment attached
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RCA Shuffles

Executive Personnel

Tone On Tap

Bonfig Directs Victor Package Merchandise Sales,
Deakins Handles All Other Products
CAM DEN—G. K. Throckraorton, executive vice-president of the RCA Manufacturing Company, has announced the
following appointments in the RCA Victor
executive sales organization, effective immediately :
Henry C. Bonfig wilt direct and co-ordinate the sale of all the company's package
merchandise, including radio sets, records,
tubes, parts and the advertising and field
administration activities.
F. R. Deakins will direct and co-ordinate
the sale of all of the company's other products, including the engineering products,
the International and the service divisions.
Paul C, Richardson, formerly in charge
of field activities, has been appointed manager of the radio and phonograph division.
Vance Woodcox, formerly central division
manager, has been appointed manager of
national field activities, with headquarters
at Camden. Fred D. Wilson, formerly
manager of the Cleveland district, has been
appointed central division manager, with
headquarters at Chicago. Richard Graver,
formerly sales manager of the Chicago
Talking Machine Company, has been appointed manager of the Cleveland district.
And J. L. Schwank, formerly with Atwater
Kent, has been appointed manager of the
engineering products and International divisions.
E. T. Cunningham, president of the RCA
Manufacturing Company, simultaneously
announces election by the board of directors
of N. A. Mears as vice-president in charge
of purchasing and R. Shannon as vicepresident in charge of manufacturing.

D'Arcy Steps Up With Universal

1937

us.-

DETROIT—H, A. D'Arcy, for the past
year central domestic regional sales manager for the Universal Cooler Corporation,
has just been made domestic sales manager. Announcement comes from F. S,
McNeal, president.

SSI
w

WESTON SPRINGS
NEW FINANCE PLAN
NEWARK—The "Weston Investment
Plan," introduced late last month by the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,
is designed to enable servicemen to buy testing equipment necessary for modern shops
without "breaking the bank,"
Under the new plan the purchase price
of radio test instruments may be spread
fnto the period in which added profits are
being obtained from their use in actual
servicing. In addition to individual instruments such as the new Model 772, 20,000
ohm-per-volt analyzer, the investment plan
will apply to special combination groups.
The new plan will be available through
all regular Weston jobber representatives.
Its deferred payment features correspond in
general terms to automobile purchasing arrangemghls.
w-

Hook this unique tone tester to any
one of GE's new radios. By twiddling
its controls you can show the prospect, visually and audibly, how much
better the set is than his old one.
(Circuit in this month's "Service
Section" |

Utah Charts Not Available
NEW YORK—Check-up charts mentioned in item "H", page 81 of the September issue, are not available and readers
who have requested them are so advised.
This item appeared editorially through misunderstanding on the part of Radio Retail ing.
mm
*

HH
W*; SS
FACTS
You'll Find Them In Radio
Retailing's 1936 Issues
Following is our index of tabular
material appearing in the magazine
itself during the year now ending:
JANUARY—Complete 1935 Sales
and Saturation Statistics.
APRIL—Complete Automobile Radio
Specifications.
MAY^First Quarter (t936) Sales
Figures.
JUNE—Tube Production, By Types.
JULY—Complete 1936 Home Receiver Specifications,
Radio Homes By States
January-June Set Production.
SEPTEMBER—Names and Addresses
of Parts Manufacturers.
Test Equipment Specifications,
Farms On Power Lines.
NOVEMBER—Names and Addresses
of Sound Equipment Makers.
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Northwoods
M agio
Mr. and Mrs* Earl C. Dockslader, up in ihe northwoods
near Woodruff, Wisconsin, and
well away from power hues, still
enjoy radio entertainment over
a 6-tube Zenith. A Wincharger
runs the receiver, operates the
25-watt lamp and keeps a neighbor's battery up, loo.
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SOUND
ENGINEERING

RADIO

From a tiny wooden building a few feet square in which EIridge
Johnson first manufactured his crude Victrola, has grown the
mighty plant of the RCA Manufacturing Company at Camden,
N. J., today engaged in the manufacture of every radio product
from the microphone in the broadcasting studio to the loudspeaker
in the home . . . giving a quality meaning to the expression,
"RCA all the way."

CORPORATION

OF

^

EVERYTHING IN RADIO FOR SERVICE IN O

3rld's

millions

>
goes

its

radio

magic

TF you pause to think about it, it wasn't so very long ago that
-I- "crystal sets" were the great radio rage. Earphones and cigar

These are Products of

boxes and wires and gadgets seemed sufficient material from which

RCA Manufacturing

to build a radio. And to faintly hear a station in a room filled with

Company, Inc.

expectant quiet was really an event.
A Century's Progress in a Decade
However, the giant and rapid strides forward made by the radio industry seemingly put the "old days" back centuries, instead of just
a few years. It's mighty hard to believe so many startling improvements have been developed in so short a time. Radio yesterday and
radio today are as different as black and white.
When this Christmas day dawns, millions will receive radios as
gifts. And these instruments will make that day, and many to come,
joyful and memorable. And it is through the tireless research and
laboratory work, the endless experiments, the keen foresight and the
sound engineering of RCA, that such fine radios will be possible.
RCA . . . and the Public

Standard and All-wave Radio Receivers . . . Phonograph-Radios . . .
Phonographs . . . Auto Radios . . .
Farm Radios . . . Broadcast Station
Transmitters, Microphones and
Associated Equipment . . . PbotophoneTheatre Equipment. ..Victor
and Blue Bird Records... Electrical
Transcriptions . . . Marine Radio
Equipment.. .Transoceanic Radio
Equipment.. .Aviation and Police
Radio ... U. S. Government Radio
Equipment . . . Centralized Sound
Systems .., Public Address Systems
. . . Film Recorders . . . Laboratory
and Test Equipment . . . Standard
and All-wave Antennae .. . Faradon
Condensers... IndividualandComponent Radio Parts and Accessories

The public knows and respects the name "RCA" in radio. And in
business, such confidence breeds sales. Hence, dealers featuring RCA

RCA

products make more sales. And incidentally, the approaching
Christmas season and widespread publicity given the "RCA VictorNBC 10th Anniversary Radios" both spell extra profits for dealers
who will energetically push RCA Victor models.
Remember—RCA means sound engineering in radio. Some day,
this organization, the only one engaged in every phase of the radio
industry, is going to engineer sight!

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. • RCA COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO., Inc. * RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
RADIOMARINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

[ERICA • Radio

City •

JNICATIONS . . . BROADCASTING .. . RECEPTION

Presents to America
the Metropolitan Opera
Commencing with a special performance of "Hansel and Gretel"
Thursday afternoon, December 24,
and on succeeding Saturday afternoons, RCA, via the NBC Blue Network, presents a complete broadcast
of Metropolitan Opera programs
to the music-lovers of the nation.
Listen also to "The Magic Key of
RCA" every Sunday, 2 to p. M.,
E. S.T., on the NBC Blue Network.

NEW

YORK
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FAIRBANKS, MORSE

With Fairbanks, Morse

PLANS 1937 DRIVE
INDIANAPOLIS—W. Paul Jones, general manager of Fairbanks, iforse & Comjjany, Home Appliance Division, announces
that his company plans a more extensive
and co-ordinated advertising and sales promotion program on radios, electric refrigerators, washers and ironers during
1937.

as
In Beauty and Performance
—one step nearer the ultimate
ALL WAVE
SYNCHIIO-BEAM
TUNING
9-TUBE SUPEB
Stage of R. F. on all bands;
Provision for any type antenna;
Six Metal Tubes; Total shielded
receiver; Full A.V.C. on all bands;
15 Watt Pusb-Pull Class "A'' amplification; Variable tone modulator; Split second 7^4 inch dial,
dual ratio; Large console chassis;
Available in any voltage; Any frequency; Two microvolt sensitivity;
Large 10 inch Push-Pull High
Fidelity speaker; New design low
minimum three gang variable condenser; New large band pass intermediate frequency transformer;
Cushion mounting unit; Built-in
phonograph Jack; 22 tuned circuits.
Model 90IB
Bands 16 to 550 meters
110 volts—60 cycles
Table Model 901B
§73,00
Chassis Model 901
61.50
Console Model 901C
95.00
11 Tube AC - DC Super
Same frequency coverage as our
9 tube AC models and the same
general characteristics, including
synchro-beam tuning. Over 4
watts audio output and can be supplied in all cycles and voltages.
11 lube AC-DC Superheterodyne 5
band, 16 to 550 meters American
and foreign broadcast, and police.
Table Models 1102B..List §75,00
Chassis Models 1102.,List 61.30
Console Models 1102C.Lisl 93,00
FIFTEEN
NEW MODELS
Send for complete illustrated catalog
PIEBCE-AIBO, In.-.
512 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

I>eWALI>
HI-QUALITY RADIOS SINCE 1921

First step in the new program is appointment of John S, Garceau as advertising and sales promotion manager, with
Paul H. Eckstein as his assistant. Garceau
was formerly with Kelvinator as advertising and sales promotion manager for all
commercial divisions, Eckstein was formerly with General Electric's radio division as managing editor of technical publications and supervisor of national radio
service station planning.

KELVINATOR STRENGTHENS
FIELD ORGANIZATION
DETROIT—Further strengthening of
its nation-wide sales organization has just
been announced by Kelvinator Corporation,
of Detroit, through its vice-president in
charge of sales, Henry W. Burritt.
Two distinct field forces will be maintained, effective at once. Domestic refrigeration and sales of household appliances, including washing machines, ironers,'
ranges and water heaters, will be under
the direction of five regional managers,
who will have all the authority of domestic sales managers located in the field,
reporting directly to Mr. Burritt and to
G. Strelinger, his assistant. The commercial field organization will be composed
of seven commercial sales divisions under
the direct supervision of J. A. Harlen,
commercial sales manager, and will handle
sales direction of commercial equipment,
air conditioning and automatic heating
products in the field.
On the West Coast both domestic and
commercial sales will remain under one
head.

afSSSf

John S. Garceau, newly appointed
advertising and sales promotion
manager
son Radio & Phonograph Corporation released these posters for use by its dealers
late in November.
New Belden Buildings
CHICAGO—The Belden Manufacturing
Company reports addition of 20,000 sq.ft. of
floor space to its Chicago plant, used to extend the wire mill and tinning plants, and
35,000 sq.ft. to the Richmond, Indiana
plant, used for expansion of the departments manufacturing electrical cords.
Cost : $120,000,
New Leonard Adman

Ken-Rad Sfaff Addition
OWENSBOR0, KY.—Arthur O. Perlitz has joined the Ken-Rad Tube and
Lamp Corporation as Sales promotion manager, will work witli G. J. Hollatz, vicepresidciu and general manager, and C. C.
Mathews, sales manager, in formulating
sales promotion and merchandising plans
for Ken-Rad radio tubes and incandescent
lamps.
Emerson Xmas Posters Appear
NEW YORK- -Twenty-four sheet size
billboard posters recommending Emerson
radio as the ideal Christmas gift are appearing on the highways and hy-ways of
the nation as we go to press. The Emer-

W. L. Jeffrey, who has just been appointed advertising and sales promotion manager for the Leonard Refrigerator Company. Comes from
Kelvinator

LIFETIME
America's Outstanding Values in

! Vti
1/

IVIicrophones and Sound Eqpt.
M anufacturer's
Eour-Five-Slx and Seven
• CARBON
• CONDENSER Foot Trumpets—
Projection Baftles—
• CHYSTAE
Dynamic Speakers
• VEEOCITY
Field Exciters
• DYNAMIC
Portable Turntables
Microphones
Complete equipment ior P.A. and
Sound Men, Write for catalog of
America's Outstanding Values.

LIFETIME CORP. 1004 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio

V

u
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The
Number One
Profit-factor
in Radio Set

Janette Rotary Converters
The original D.C. to A.C. converters with all wave
filters developed exclusively for
radio and sound apparatus.
CAPACITIES:
35 to 3250 watts.
6, 12, 32, 115 and 230 volu
D.C. to 110 or 220 volts, 1 phase,
60 cycle A.C.
Insist on a Janette
Ask For Bulletin No. 13-35
Janette Manufacturing Company
555 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
New York — Boston Philadelphia —■ Pittsburgh — Milwaukee

The deadly
enemy of
"man-made'*
static
f
# A. A. & K. licensed. Implacable foe of nuisance
noises caused by electrical
appliances near the radio
set. No. 14, illustrated,
lists at $6,75. Other units
at various prices. In any location. NOISE-MASTER
proves effective on broadcast as well as shortwave bands.
Send for complete Information.

Alignment
• You can check the
alignment — and balance—of any radio circuit more quickly and
more precisely with the
Bendix - DayRad Cathode Ray Oscillograph
than by any other
means we know of. You can isolate the factors of unbalance, and see
instantly the effects of your corrective measures. Any radio dealer,
service organization, distributor, laboratory, manufacturer—has profitable use for this compact equipment.
Here's what it embraces and what its field of usefulness is;
1. The alignment ol radio receivers.
7. Frequency measurements by use ol
Lissejou figures.
2. Built in sweep circuit.
8. Checking phase shifts in various de3. Built in amplifiers to adjust for the vices
sensitivity of the receiver.
9. Study of Transient and Recurrent
4. The measuring of peak voltage. A.C. wave forms.
10. Testing of auto radio vibrators.
with or without amplifiers.
5. The measuring of audio quality in 11- The adjustment of transmitters.
audio amplifiers, therefore locating 12. Check for power line modulation in
courses of distortion.
transmitters and receivers.
6. The measuring of modulation, per- 13. Check for distortion in intermediate
centage of transmitters, or oscillators.
frequency amplifiers.
Send the coupon for new catalog containing full details of other
time-proved Bendix-DayHad Radio Laboratory and Service Equipment.
All available on Liberal Time Payment Plan.

COKMSH WIRE CO., Inc. • 30 Church St., N. Y. City
BENDIX
r

WARD STRATOSPHERE
■ ■■■■.%
NO. 1 AERIAL
FOR 1937
w. Mod#l S,T.R.
List Pric« $5.00 W.
t'.
Fit* All Car*
Maximum
Efficiency
No drilling in top
WRITE ros CATALOG
OJl
WARD
USE THIS COUPON
aj PRODUCTS CORP. WARD PRODUCTS CORP.
a:
Clavelend, O. Ward Bldg. - Cleveland, O.
CANADA: ATLAS RADIO Send information of Ward'a 1937 Au(o Aerials.
CORP..TORONTO, QNT Name
rOREIGN: LINCOLN
EXPORT CO., N. T. Address....
Check Q Dealer Q Jobber Q Service Man
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DavraD
CATHODE

RAY

OSCILLOGRAPH

Series 64) BENDIX PRODUCTS CORPORATION
(Subsidiary ol Bendix Aviation Corporahon)
401 Bendix Drive, Dept. 31, South Bend, Indiana
Send me your new catalog cf Bendix-DayRad Radio Service
Instruments.
Name
Street
netf*
■ State .
Ci'fy
My Jobber's Name
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UNIVERSAL
Portable
Recording
Machine
A precision machined,
compact outfit that
positively eliminates all
waver — Records in
either direction at
33-1/3 or 78 R P M
90, 110 or 130 lines per
inch—HO volt AC
fi
100% synchronous motor—solid 16 in. turntable
Constant
speed
rim drive—Complete switching arrangement for—head
set monitoring irom playback or cutting head—Reinforced black leatherette
carrying cases—Unequalled value—Superlative performance
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.
4'M Warren Lubb
Injflewood, CiiUf., U.S.A.

TIm-

VTOMT-

INSTANTANEOUS

LIST

00
s
RECORDmt DNIl ► 125
F. 0. B. Los Angeles
Pour Popular Models for operate. Write for InstrucHome or Professional Use. tive FREE Bulletin
Microphone included. Each A few Exclusive Territories
Unit Complete to Record and for this profitable line arc
Playback. Culs and (Irooves still open. Complete details
Acetate in one operation. to qualified Distributors.
Technically perfect. Guaranteed Results. No Back- Immediate action is Recomground Noises. Simple to mended. Write Dept. RP.-ii'.

YOU CAN
SELL
TUNG-SOL
TUBES
WITHOUT

RECORDING EQUIPMENT MFG. CO.
^ (Hill Simnrt Houl.'vnr.)
Hollywood, Cu 1 jtipmia

INVESTING
A CENT
Tung-Sol is the;only
line of high-qiiality
tubes being soli nationally on a consignment plan requiring
no investment of capital by the retailer.
There are still; desirable locations
where independent
service organizations who can meet
requirements may be
appointed as TungSol agents. Ask for
the name of your
nearest Tung-Sol
tube wholesaler.

TUNG-SOL
^orui-^lovcr radio
TUNG-SOl tAMP WOSICS, INC.
Radio Tube Division
SJ|LES OFFICES: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Dalla
Detroit Kansas City, Los Angejea, New York.
I
General Office: Newark, N. J
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WHY FEED
A "POWER-HUNGRY" STORAGE
BATTERY THAT LOSES SALES
WITH UNRELIABLE OUTPUT?
% EPC0 ITS™?
BATTERY ELIMINATOR
FOR AUTO RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
$
ACCESSORY DEMONSTRATION
t9 75
Provides 6 volt-10 amps filtered D.C. from 110
List Prise
Volt A.C,, instant, adjustable current to assure
Usual
perfect and convincing demonstrations of B volt
auto radios and electrical accessories. Economi7e Jobber Discouni
by avoiding tho battery-charginii nuisance. Increased sales will pay for the cost within a few $15.75
days. Order today for immediate delivery, or
B volt-5 amos.
write for further particulars.
G517 RUSSELL ST.
HEITRIUL PRDDUITS (0. DETROIT, miCH.

For Your Convenience!
—there is a handy suhseription card enclosed in this
issue. Use it todav in
ordering liadio Ri'tailing
at the bargain rates ol :
1 year for $1
3 years for
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I'ierce-Airo, Inc.,
610 Sixth A-vc., Nenv York City
Model; 522 battery radio.
Description: 5 tubes, superheterodyne,. adaptable to
all battery voltages, such
as 2-voIt storage, 21-voh
air cell, 3-volt dry cell and
6-vqlt storage A battery.
A special plug in harness enables the user to
connect the receiver to
the current supply without the danger of connecting the set incorrectly. A special switching arrangement permits
instantaneous changeover.
Price: $31. Radio Retailing,
December, 1936.

STROMBERG CARLSON
^tyo m h/1 y-C arhon Tel. Mf ef.
Co., RochesUr, N. 5".
Models;
126-H,
126-L,
127-H, 127-M, ac-de radios.
Description: Model 126, 7
tubes, three tuning ranges,
edge lighted glass dial. As
Model 2ti-H it is a horizontal table model in a
cabinet similar to the 130-11
with 8 in, permanent inag-

lict dynamic speaker; as
Model 126-L, a console
similar to the 130-L, with
10-iiich speaker.
Model 127, 9 tubes, three
tuning ranges, push-pull
.amplification with a pair
of 48's, edge lighted dial,
Tri-focal
tuning.
As
Model 127-H it is a horizontal table set, similar in
appearance to the 140-H;
while 127-M is a console
similar to the 130-M,—Rudio Retailing, December1936.
reiver proper it has a public address system which
has separate controls of
its own. All tubes are
metal with the exception
of the one for the tuning
light and the Auto-Expressionator tube. The
cabinet is 4 ft. 10 in. high
by 42 in. wide by 22 in.
deep. Weight 473 lbs.
Price: $1,500.—Radio Rvlailing, December, 1936.

CROSLEY
RAY-O-VAC

Cr.oslcy RaJiv Corp.,
Cmiinnati, Ohio

Ray-O-Cac Co., Madison, Ids.

Model: 37-tr.be radio.
Description: 6 speakers:
54-18,300
kc.;
power
outptlt, 50-75 watts, four
chasscs;
Auto-Expressionator; bass cornpensation; six-step tone control; volume control for
audio range: Mystic Hand
automatic tuning. In addition to the radio re-

Model: Radio "B" Power
units, Nos. 55. 45, 35 and
25.
Description: Tops arc metal
with
plug-in
feature,
standardized sizes. encased in a colorful red.
blue and yellow housing.
Prices: $.85 to $8.95. —
Radio Retailing. December,
1936.
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ibfif-iv:
FADA
I'ada Radio IS Electric - Co.,
Long Island City, N. 5 .
Models: 280CA, 265C, 265T.
Description:
2S0CA,
8
tubes, ac-dc, all-wave, superhet, console, metal tubes,
"Flash-O-Graph"
tuning
system, 525 kc.-18.5 me.,
phono-jack. With 370-145
kc. wave band, $5 additional.
Model 265C, 6 tubes, a.e.,
superhet, console, "hlashO-Graph" tuning system,
535-1570 kc. and 2.2-6.9
inc., acoustical tone chamber.
Model 265T, same chassis compact table cabinet.
Prices: 280CA, $69.95; 265C.
$59,95; 265T, $44.95.—Aktdio Retailing, December,
1936.

KADETTE
International Radio Corp.,
Ann Arhor, Mich,
Model: Tele-Matic 35.
Description: Finger-tip
Tele-Malic dial tuning, appearing tor the first time,
to our knowledge, in a
table set, is available in
this Model 35, just announced.
Combines the
simplicity of the telephone
dial with the smoothness
of backlash-free vernier
drive.
5 tubes, a.c., superhet,
540-1875 kc., variable tone
control. Si in. speaker.
Price: $24.95.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

..

#
PATTERSON
Patterson Radio Company,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Device:
Communications
receiver.
Description: Model PR-I6,
18 tube superhet, band
spread on all bands, C.W.
beat oscillator, with or without crystal - filter, five
hands from 550 kc. to 37
m.c., meter tuning, 3 stages
i.f.. heavy duty power supply, 12 in. dynamic speaker.
Price: In crackle finished
cabinet less crystal filter,
$159.50; with crystal filter.
$169.50; console PhonoCo mhi nation, $279.50.—Radio Retailing., December.
1936.
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erator. Complete unit is
mounted on a welded channel steel base. Especially
suited where load is 2000
watts or more. 2, 3, 5 and
6 kw.—Radio Retailing,
December, 1936.

BELL
Bell Sound Systems, Inc.,
Colutnbus, Ohio

PALACE
Palace Travel Coach Corp.,
Flint, Mich.
Model: Trailer showrooms.
Description:
Standard
model has the following
specifications: 16 ft, long,
6 ft. 6 in. wide, 7 ft. 9 in.
high; 6 lb. steel channel
chassis reinforced with
clear while oak ; special design ball and socket coupler, with positive connection, permitting full turn.
May be eijnipped to provide living and sleeping
quarters in addition to cabinets, etc., needed for disp1aying
.merchandise.
Shelving, cabinet work and
other interior equipment
will Ire installed at the factory or may he installed
by the purchaser.
Prices: Standard, $445;
Master,, $595.—Radio RclitHinn, .December, 1936,

Model; Mobile p.a. system.
Description: For use on
either a 6-volt battery or
110 a.c., making the unit
suitable for inside or outside use. The change-over
is accomplished by changing a jumper plug.
All controls are accessible and easily operated by
the driver. Being designed
especially for automobile
use it is provided with an
ingenious leveling device so
that the turntable unit can
be leveled to the exact pitch
of the seat.

&

Separate power switches
are provided to control the
turntable motor, amplifier
B supply and the amplifier
filaments. Class A circuit;
four stages; twin speakers.
—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
REEKS
IF. 11. Recks, 5653 N. Talman
live., Chicago, III.
Model: Sliding scale world
time converter.
Description:
Exceedingly
simple to operate; all readings are horizontal; instantly converts the time
and date of any one country
to that of any other, as
well as Greenwich Mean
Time (G.M.T.), to local
time the world over.
To go with it is a small
booklet in the same size
so that the two may be
kept together showing a
complete list of the countries in the world with
their time.
Suitable for a promotion
piece or premium.
Price; 50c. retail. Special
price to dealers for quantity
orders. — Radio Retailing,
December, 1956.
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Tohe Deutschmann, Corp.,
Canton, Mass.
Device: Electric razor Filtcrcttc.
Description: Installed between electric power outlet and the appliance plug.
Universally applicable to
electric shaving devices
operated at any voltage
up to 125 volts a.c. or d.c.
Contained in a seamless
aluminum housing and
provided with standard
attachment prongs and
receptacle. — Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

IRC
International Resistance Co.,
401 N. Broad Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

RCA
RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Camden, N. J.
Model; Type 77-A Uni-directionai microphone.
Description: Picks up sound
coming only from one direction ; uniform wideangle response from the
front; negligible response
at all frequencies, from the
back; attenuates audience
noises in theatres or large
studios; can be tilted and
rotated conveniently,; uses
but a single ribbon.
The lower half is operated on velocity principle,
the upper half, pressure.
Output impedance, 250
ohms; output level (10 bar
input)—69 db.- -Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

UNITED
United Sound Eng. Co.,
2233 University Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Device: Sound equipment.
Description: Inadvertently
we failed to mention in the
November listing of
"S o u n d Equipment
Sources" that the United
Sound Eng. Co. manufactures a complete line of
li.v.d. portable and mobile
sound systems, sound amplifiers, pickup and turntable units, microphones,
speakers and horns and
baffles.—Rodin
Re failing,
December, 1936.
KATO
Kato Eng. Co., Mankato,
Minn.
Models; Diesel light plant.
Description: Runs on fuel
or diesel oil; consumption
about i pint per horsepower per hour; consists of
a full dieset engine, close
connected by multiple V
belts to a.c. or d.c. gen-

Device; Resistor Kits, No.
10 and 12.
Description: Attractive box
with slide tray containing
■ insulated resistors in the
most popular ranges to
simplify the problem of
complete stock. Hundreds
" ' - :l

:n

of additional values may
be obtained by combining
the resistors in scries or
in parallel.
No. 10 kit contains an
assortment of ten 1-watt
"Type I'.T-l" insulated
Metallized resistors.
No. 11 kit is similar except that it is proportionately smaller in size,
containing ten j-watt resistors.
Prices: No. 10, $2 list; No.
11, $1.70.— Radio Retailing,
December 1936.

RADIO RECEPTOR
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.,
106 Seventh Ave., N, Y, C.
Device; New amplifier line.
Description; Heavy duty
amplifiers for hospitals or
schools where continuous
operation is necessary. All
power transformers, chokes
and output transformers
arc practically twice normal size. Frequency measurements made with input
and output transformers
connected in circuit. Temperature rise less than 40
degrees centigrade during
operation.—Radio Retailing,
December, 1936.
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ROTO-LOG

TURNER

Millfred Mfg. Co., 757 Venice
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif,

Turner Co., Cedar Rapids,
loava

scsisg

9#

TECHNA
Techno. Corp., San Francisco,
Calif,
Mode): Portable public address system, 21J series.
Description: Class "A" 15Watt system (25-watt
peak), including crystal
microphone with an adjustable floor stand which
is easily converted to a
hand or banquet stand
type; lO-inch electro dynamic speaker; CLfi beam
power amplifier. Power
input 110/125 volts —
50/60 cycles; tubes, all
metal types, 6J7. 2-6X7,
2-61.6 beam power, and
524 rectifier; circuit—4
stage, resistance coupled
with push pull power
output -two 8 ohm voice
coils.
Price: $139.50.—Rodin ReiaUing, December, 1936.

TRIPLETT
TripUlt FJec. Instrument Co.,
Bluffton, Ohio
Device: Model 1295 modulation monitor.
Description: Eliminates uncertainly of depending on
the ear, variation of the
antenna, or the loop and
fight to determine carrier
shift and modulation percentage of voice transmitting. radio station. Actual
modulation of transmitters
is shown on the direct
reading dial, which has
ranges from 40 to 120 per
cent, all readings in peaks.
Price: $24.83, net to dealer.
—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

Model: Radio Log.
Description: Lists over
1,600 long and short wave
radio stations. Its 140-in.
tape contains complete
information on call letters, frequencies, power,
chain affiliation, etc.
in addition there is a
time compensator which
enables the operator to
calculate instantly the

time differential at any
point on the surface of
the globe. This device
answers such questions
as: number of hours
separating any tw-o cities;
local time at any point;
difference between local
time
and
Greenwich
Mean Time; International
Date Line complications.
Three finishes: Siris
bronze, Minoan bronze,
Regina walnut.
Replacement tapes are
furnished from time to
time.
Price; Bronze, $2.50; walnut,
$3.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

JENSEN
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., 6601
S. Laramie Ave., Chicago, III.
Model: Speakers.
Description: Full line of
speakers with adjustable
impedance
transformers.
With clearly marked terminal boards and impedance, adjustment is easily
made with flexible lead and
pin jack. No soldering required.
Two types: one to match
the conventional "plate"
impedance values, the other
to match conventional "line"
impedance values.
Jensen also is manufacturing adjustment impedance transformers only
and speakers may be purchased less input transformers.—Radio Retailing,
December, 1936.
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to fill the need of the individual buyer; furnished
without phonograph if desired and with any number of microphones.
Sound equipment for
mortuaries;
Combination
speech and music; extremely portable; converter
available if storage battery operation is required.
Many sacred recordings
have been made exclusively
for Turner for use with
this equipment.
Price: S-21, $44.25, net.—
Radio Retailing, December,
1936.

GLOBE
Globe-Union, Inc.,
900 E. Keefc Ave.,
Milioaukee, If is.

RADIO WHIP
Donaldson Radio G? Elec. Co..
Inc.. 1701 Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Models: Radio Whip autoradio antenna.
Description:
Telescopic
type, nickel plated steel
aerial adjustable in length
from 2i to 8 ft. Easily
and quickly mounted on
rear bumper bracket.
Other auto-radio antennas
include
"Marvel
Staff," a solid steel nickel
5-ft. non-adjustable type;
the "Silver Streak Staff,"
a sectional 8-ft. pole of
rustproof aluminum; and
running hoard antennas.
Prices: Radio Whip, $3.50;
Marvel Staff, $1.80; Silver Streak, $3.00.—Radio
Retailing, December, 1936.

Model: Sound equipment.
Description: Model S-21
system, 8-vvatt class A
amplifier, ail high gain
stages, may he set up in
five minutes. System includes a Master model hilevcl crysial microphone,
two section chrome finished
adjustable stand, two 10-in.
dynamic speakers.
Cabinet type sound reproducing system; constructed

THORDARSON
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.,
500 W, Huron St., Chicago, III.
Models; "Tru-Fidelity"
transformer.
Description: Reversible single hole mounting
which permits rotation of
transformer so that hum
may he eliminated; case
body is cast of special material and designed for
maximum shielding; terminal board shield cap is
ground fit; core is made of
special laminated high permeability alloy; coils are
dual balanced.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

Device: Storage batteries
for home power; home
lighting bulbs.
Description: Since storage
battery life: is measured in
cycles it is highly desirable
to reduce the number of
cycles of charging and discharging, These new batteries are designed principally for heavy duty, having a sufficiently large reserve capacity to reduce the
necessity for recharging to
once or twice a week.
Available for all type of
service as well as separate
radio and lighting power.
Globe Union is also in
production of lamps in IS,
25 and 50 watts sizes for 6
volt lighting services. Will
give light equal to similar
DO v. bulbs.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.
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GREBE

CORNELL DUB1LIER

RADIO

Cornell-Dubilier Corp.,
Soul/i Plainfield, A'. J.
Just One of
the 40 Distinct
1937 Models
SIMPLEX
Simplex Radio Co.,
Sandusky, Ohio

MOD HI. 370-C

Models: 1937 line of radios.
Description: Model Z, 4
tubes, ac-dc, 550-1751) kc..
illuminated airplane dial.
Model KJ, 6 tubes, ac or
ac-dc, triple purpose metal
and glass tubes, 540-1750
and 2250-7300 kc., large
illuminated dial, 5 in. dynamic speaker, avc.
Model D. comes in deluxe upright table, compact and Console cabinets,
7 tubes, ac-dc, magic eye,
metal and glass tubes, 540-

A 7-tube, A. C. Superheterodyne. Three distinct
hands; 16 to 2060 meters. Also available in 8-luhe
A.C.-D.C. (Model 830-C).
Polychromatic Dial Scale. Improved Vision Master,
Beam Power Output Tube, 7 A inch Band Spread
Magnadial and Second Hand. Automatic Volume
t oufrol and full range tone control. Automatic
Band Indicator. Code Interference Filters. Octal
Tube Sockets, Hair Line Selectivity, Ultra Sensitivity. Diode Detection, Multi-Voltag'e Transformers. 6 inch Electro Dynamic Speaker,
t ins handsome walnut cabinet of compact design has been espc.
eially constructed for those who desire a qualitv radio, but are
limited as to space.
Grebe manufactures radio receivers of all voltages, all wave
bands, especially designed to meet all climatic conditions anywhere.
Some exilusite territories are still available.
Write or tele graph for details.

BUY GENUINE

m

|

Made in EiRht Different Sizes
THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE
Steel, copper, insulated and alligator clips—from u to 20O
ampere capacities
SEND FOU CATALOG C79 and FREE SAMPLES
m
1583 East 31st Street, Cleveland, Ohio
r
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PRECISION BUILT
Ou let, smooTh-runnlnft, dependable
Horton Washers eliminate service
"grief * and build good will for Horton dealers. The famous "jeweled
mechanism" is one of many reasons
why sales of Horton washers arc
zooming to the highest point in 65
years of history. To increase your i
sales write to Horton now,'
HORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3606 OSAGE Si.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

SPRAGUE
Sprayuc Products Co.,
Sorth Adams, Mass,

|
Mueller Universal Clips
\
| and make sure you get your money's worth 1

HORTON

1

.afiii

GREBE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc.
ONE-NINETEEN FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CMe Address AHGREBE

|

Device: Etched foil dry
electrolytic condensers.
Description; Type KR. extremely compact, utilizes a
patented etched foil process
which assures a much better condenser, it is said.
The largest condenser iu
the series (24 mf.) is approximately the same size
as the average metal tube,
—Radio Retailing, December. 1936.

1750 and 5500-20,000 kc,
plus 2450 kc. police, 6i iu.
speakcr. Also available for
2, 6 and 32 volt operation.
Model G, 9 tubes, magic
eve. metal and glass tubes,
540 18.000 kc. Comes in
upright table and console
cabinets for ac, ac-dc, 6
and 32 volt operation.
Model NT, 11 tubes,
metal and glass tubes, 54019,000 kc., upright table or
console modelsAll Simplex radios above
are available with longwave band at slight additional cost.
The Sportsman, 4 tube
portable battery superhet,
540-1750 kc., avc, PM S in.
speaker.
Prices: Z, $12.25; RJ, $19,95;
D deluxe table, (ac-dc or
2 volt) $20,45; D compact.
§27.45; D console, $37,45
(6 volt D models, less batteries. add $7.50; 32 volt,
add $9.50) : G table, (ac or
ac-dc) $36.95; G console,
$59.95 (add S8.50 for 6
volt and $10.50 for 32 volt
prices, less batteries) : N'T
table. $49.95; NT console.
$69.95; Sportsman. $26.50.
less batteries.—Radio Retailiiu), December, 1936.

Device: Uncased paper section, cardboard dry electrolytic condensers.
Description; (inprovenicnt
in design makes these units
excellent
as
compact
transmitting units as well
as for a wide variety of
service replacement purposes. Instead of the
rough unfinished cases
previously supplied, these
new type UC condensers
are fully cased. They arc
constructed with the recently developed moistureproofing process. No increase in price.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.
TECHNA
Ttuhna Corp., 926 Ifotvard
St., San Francisco, Calif.
Models: P. A. equipment.
Description: Teclina was
omitted in error from the
November listing of public
address equipment sources.
They make a line of complete systems for fixed,
portable and mobile use,
centralized sound and radio
systems, inter-office call systems. p.a. amplifiers and
tuners, and combination
pickup and turntable units.
—Radio Retailing, December. 1936.
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HAMMARLUND
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.,
4-24 W. 33d St., Neiv York City

GREBE
Grebe Mjg. Co., Inc.,
119 Fourth Ave.,
Neiu York City
Model: 4110E.
Description: 11 tubes, a.c.,
4 bands (16-555 and 8702060 meters), Centro-Master automatic control unit,
improved Vision Master,
polychromatic dial scale,
baud spread Magna-dial
and second hand, Uui-control two speed free wheeling tuning, cquatone bass
compensation, r.£. preselector stages on all bands,
avc, octal tube sockets, 12
in. high bdclity speaker.—
Radio Retailina, December,
1936.

Device: "Super Pro" receiver.
Description; Using a combination of 8 metal and 8
glass tubes for maximum
efficiency, this new professional receiver incorporates
the latest circuit design.
Variable band-width control
calibrated in k.c. permits
selectivity ranges from a
band-width of 3 k.c, to 16
k.c. by adjustment of a
knob on the panel. The
c.w. beat oscillator is also
calibrated, likewise the audio gain. Anyone of five
bands, from .54 to 20 inc.,
can be received with either
t;
m

high fidelity or extreme
crystal filter selectivity.
Koise level on 14 mc. is
8 db. at .7 microvolt input.
Audio amplifier flat within
2 db. from SO to 10,000
cycles.
Price; From $405 to $497.50.
—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

AMPERITE
s

SUPREME
Supreme Inst. Corp.,
Greennvood, Miss.
Device: Diagnomoscope.
Description: Model 555, a
complete, self contained
cathode - ray
instrument
with built-in audio oscillator and frequency modulated signal generator. A
linear saw tooth oscillator
employing an 885 gaseous
discharge tube has a range
of 7 to 20,000 cycles, amplifier response is practically flat from 20 to 90,000
cycles.
In special crackle finished
cabinet with transparent
screen calabrated in k.c. off
resonance to facilitate receiver alignment.
Price: $147.95 net.—Radio
Retailing, December, 1936.

Amperile Corp.,
561 Broadvjay, New York City
Device; Amperite a.c.-d.c.
ballast tube.
Description: Equipped with
a new patented starting
resistor which prevents
overloading of tubes and
pilot lights when the set
is first turned on. The
starting resistor allows
only approximately 70
volts on the set at the initial surge instead of 115,
the statement reads. It
can be used with one or
two pilot lights, of either
.150 or .250 amperes type.
—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.
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...AND IT'S BOOMING BEST FOR THE
DEALER WHO SELLS SYLVANIA TUBES
• Is your tube business bringing yoti a growing
list of pleased, dependable customers? Is it bringing you good will, mounting profits, and the kind of
business that will stand up under any depression?
Sylvania can bring you that kind of business!
For you can always depend on Sylvania quality.
Before any Sylvania tube reaches your shop...
eighty separate tests have been made for your protection. Sylvania means fair list prices ... a six
months' guarantee on every tube...valuable technical and sales helps from engineering and promotional departments that are always on their toes!
Start your tube business on a safer, more profitable basis now! You can get free. , .complete sales
and technical information by writing to the
Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, Emporium, Pa.

Iff
MX#
H /■
L|H£ V.flOL

SYLVANIA
THE

SET-TESTED

RADIO

TUBE
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STORES ON WHEELS
(Continued from page 29)
twenty feet long and has an overall
weight of 5,300 lb., including equipment. The partners' travel-log, too,
shows that it costs but very little
more to pull the trailer than to run
an automobile. Equipment consists
of regular repair kit, a 1500 watt
a.c. power plant, operated by a 3 hp.
gasoline motor, and a public address
system.
Small Town Sensation
In smaller towns, particularly, are
the partners' selling methods sensational enough so that the trailer itself
is the chief selling point. In initial
promotions outlying small towns
were visited so that each town would
be "hit" on Saturday or Sunday—
when everyone was in town. The
beautiful, all-steel job rolled up and
down the main drag, the public address system broadcasting records
with an occasional pause for an announcement of radio service. The
"store" was then parked near the
center of town. Native curiosity did
the rest. Coming up to examine the
equipment, inhabitants of the town

remembered their radios. Contact
for servicing was established forthwith.
Isolated farm houses were also
canvassed as the trailer rolled from
town to town. Many farmers became immediate customers because
they could obtain right-now service,
whereas formerly it had been necessary to take their radios into town
and leave them for servicing. The
L & M Service meant that they need
lose no time from the air. This,
briefly, was the prime reason why the
idea proved successful in outlying
communities.
In The City Too
Why not, reasoned the partners,
try the same idea in Los Angeles?
Although radio service establishments are to be found there in great
abundance, the city dwellers liked
the instantaneous service that was
afforded and shortly regular routes
were built up in the metropolitan
area—in residential sectors because
the trailer's bulk makes it impossible
to find parking places in the downtown sections.
Shortly routes were expanded.
Now there are as many as five cus-

nuMON~r
World's Finest
CONDENSER^#?
THE ONLY
ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSER
GUARANTEED
FOR
2 YEARS

CP

Millions
9 in Use
all over the World.

1 he foUoning features
prove the superiority of 5
DUMONT
Condensers.
• Low leakage.

• Long life. (Guaranteed for 2
years.)

• Small size.
• Low
tor.

power

fac-

• Licensed under
U. S. Patent No.
19,604.
• Self-healing.

•Individually
packed in neat
silver fibre cartons.
• Available in all
capacities and
voltages.

DUMONT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
514-516 Broadway
New York City
If your jobber cannot supply you write
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tomers in one block, all being serviced by the radio trailer. One great
selling point that is stressed is the
fact that everything is open for customer-inspection. The trailer is fitted out with comfortable leather
chairs so the radio owner may come
in, sit in the service shop and watch
the repairman work on his radio.
Business has gradually become concentrated in heavily populated areas.
The partners have all they can do
to keep up with service calls in and
around Los Angeles, although the
field business is so profitable that
about three circles per month are
made into outlying communities.
Customers have learned to await the
arrival of the repair-trailer so the
five hundred mile swing reaps results.
About ten demonstrations arc given
weekly and most of them end with
a sale. Floor traffic is greater than
if the firm depended upon a store and
the operation is not burdened by the
costs of a high rent district.
L & M started out with service
only but its contacts automatically
offer so many opportunities for selling that a line of sets has just been
added. Obviously, this business of
putting stores on wheels will spread.

ORDER YOUR NEW
VOLTOHMMETER-OUTPUT METER
TODAY!
This newest addition to the
Burton line of test equipUd
ment combines a reliable
VOLTOHMMETER with
a two scale output meter
and will find a multitude of
uses in the hands of the
service man.
Features
1. Large 3 inch meter with
0
ir
0
two color dial. Accurate
D'Arsonval movement with
knife-edge pointer—zero ad0
0
juster provided.
2. All ranges 1000 ohms per
volt. D.C. Volts: 0-10, 0-250,
0-1000. D.C, MA: 0-1, 0-10,
0-2S0.
3. Two direct reading ohm scales; LO-OHM from l)
to 500 ohms, HI-OHM from 200 to 500,001) ohms.
4. Two output scales—one for voice coil circuit; one
with blocking condenser,
5. Ohm zero adjuster compensates for battery voltage
and controls output scale.
6. Rugged bakelite case Wi x 314 * 2^ incbcs with
clearly marked panel and selector switch.
A good VOLTOHMMETER and OUTPUT METER
is necessary for accurate testing on the job or in the
shop. Good tools shorten labor. Order your VOLTOHMMETER today. Price $13.50, net with battery.
THE BURTON-ROGERS CO.
755 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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MILLER

ment without draining the
tank. Only three principal
parts to the water heater:
heavily insulated tank, element and thermostat, all
built into one unit.—Radio
Retailing, December, 1936.

48 hlrrman Miller Clock Cu.
Models: Electric clocks.
Description; Smart styling
characterizes the line of
electric clucks which are
made in a variety of modernistic styles.
Simple forms, gleaming
surfaces and sweeping lines
have been used to emphasize the quiet elegance of
simplicity. Dots in place of
numbers add a new touch
in many of the models.
Many are of ultra-modern
lines but there are several
of conservative designs, aithongh all are modernistic
in trend. Black and silver
have been used extensively.
Prices:
S4,50 to S25.—
Radio Rctailiiu), December,
1936,

GENERAL ELECTRIC
50

General Electric Co.

Model: "Time Saver" washing machine.
Description; Activator
washing action, electric
pump, heavy-duty Lovell

Stcieal H'aite Corp.

KELVINATOR
49

Kel-vinator Corp.

Models: Electric ranges and
water heaters.
Description:
Ranges—live
standard and four special
models ranging in size
from the small compact
type for kitchenette to the
large: cabinet models. White

STEWART WARNER

wringer with instant release, 7 lb. capacity tub
with convex rim which
acts as a splash guard.
Washer mechanism is permanently lubricated at the
factory and never requires
oiling.—Radio
Retailing,
December, 1936.

Model; 1937 line of refrigerators.
Description; Three Master
and eight deluxe models.
Four of the latter have
porcelain exteriors. Cubic
loot capacity deluxe models: S.64, 6.3, 7.4 and 8.1.
Master models: 4.5, 5.64,
and 6.3.
The exterior appearance
of the cabinet has been
changed and restyled. Particular emphasis is Said on
six features: improved
Sav-A-Step, new automatic
Slid-A-Tray, 16-point large
illuminated airplane type

AEROVOX
54

SUPERIOR
51

table top of stain-resistant
porcelain;
Economy
Cooker; oversized ovens;
temperature control: convenient outlet, self-closing
oven door, oven signal
light.
Water healers — keep
abundant supply of hot
water constautly on band
automatically; all electrical
parts are easily accessible
for inspection or adjustRADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

Superior Eire. Products

Models; Waffle irons, toasters. electric irons, sandwich toasters, hot plates»
heaters, percolators, curlers.
Description: Complete line
of electrical appliances, all
of modernistic design.
The "Signal LighC
electric iron is so named
because a signal light shows
instantly whether or not the
current is on.
Serving set consisting of
a walnut tray, glass dishes,
etc., available for the toasters and sandwich grills,—
Radio Retailing, December,
1936.

cold control. reversible
evaporator door. vapor
sealed cabinet, twin cylinder Slo-Cycle compressor.
A new note is apparent
when one opens the door of
a deluxe model for color
has been added to the interior. Snrronndlng the
cold control dial is a striking panel of jade green
Tcnite. The handles on
the sliding vegetable and
fruit drawers are also of
Tenitc as are the handles of
the evaporator door, and
the button tor the automatic slid-a-tray.
Rubber ice trays, double
depth trays,
four-piece
Kontancrette, Tilt-A-Shelf
are to be found in the deluxe models.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

APEX
58

Apex Rotarex Corp.

Models; 105 and 141 cleaners.
Description: Model 105,
glove fitting handle, Prestoc nozzle adjuster, nozzle
height indicator, forward
rotating
brush,
rubber
bumper, 1/5 hp. Apex
ac-dc motor.
Model 141, hand cleaner,
comfortable fitting handle,
toggle switch, Apex motor
which operates on a.e. or
d.c.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

A crovnx Corp.

Device; Replacement capacitors for refrigerator
servicing.
Description; Greater variety and more precise choice
now offered. Many exact
duplicate replacement capacitors have again been
added to an already extensive line.—Radio Retailing,
December, 1936.
HORTON
Ilorton Mfff. Co.
Model: Kleen Zoning principle on washers.
Description; Tub can be
freed of all sediment or
silt with the Kleen Zoning brush, leaving it
clean, for the next washing.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.
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Starting in January, there will be
available for the first time a service
that covers the entire field of electrical wholesale distributors and
their salesmen.
This new service will be devoted
entirely to radio and electrical appliances.
It will be published
monthly as a separate section
bound into ELECTRICAL
WHOLESALING, the magazine of
electrical distribution, and will
reach 1,000 electrical wholesalers
and their 4,000 salesmen (prac-

tically all of whom sell appliances),
and 3,000 specialty distributors and
their salesmen.
The advantages that this new publishing service offers radio and
appliance manufacturers are too
numerous to outline here. We urge
you to write for our booklet which
gives complete details.

ELECTRICAL WHOLESALING
A McGraw-Hill Publication
330 W. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
58
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ONE MINUTE
56 One Minute H'as/ier Co.
Models: Washers.
Description; Eight styles
and sizes in the line. Features available; Lcverless
aluminum wringer, controlled from top bar; automobile body steel frame
and legs, giant Hi-vane
bottom aluminum agitator;
deluxe safety push release
wringer with convenient
automatic tension reset
lever and deluxe feed
apron. Simplicity and dependability have been built
into the new One Minute
gear case which has only
five moving parts. Motor,
Westinghouse i hp.
A gasoline engine model
with Briggs-Stratton fourcycle engine mounted on
sturdy strap iron base is
also available.—Radio Retailing, December, 1936.

AUBURN
57

Auburn Foundry, Inc.

Model: Type DLD stoker.
Description; For all sizes of
warm air furnaces and
boilers, suitable for 300900 ft. of net radiation or
where the annual coal consumption is from 7 to 18
tons, depending on the kind
of coal and nature of the
load. Equipped with a cast
iron silencer over the fan
intake, in which also is installed an automatic draft
damper. Line drive, feeds
from bin to burner.—Radio Retailing, December,
1936.
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936

General Electric Co.

Model; "Cornet" electric
range.
Description: "Unitop," top
and back splasher in one
piece; "No Stain Vent";
single touch closes door;
16x17x18 in. oven; large
storage space; porcelain
front; three Calrod cooking Uiiits—2100, 1200 and
1000 watts; Thrift Cooker
is standard equipment. Appliance receptacle on back
splasher so appliance cord
is out of the way. Fuse
protecting the receptacle
may be conveniently
reached.—Radio Retailing,
December, 1936.

The
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YEAR
/
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BARTON
59

The Barton Corp.

Models: Washers and ironers.
Description; Washers; patented water action providing "1710 extra water
currents a minute" is featured. Available in three
of the six models. All
models are attractively designed with special attention given to pleasing
colors. Lovell wringers are
used exclusively and emphasis is placed on safety
features incorporated in
these wringers. The Barton step-up of prices is carefully planned to create
quickly visible and easily
justifiable differences for
each step in price.—Radio
Retailing, December, 1936.

Millions of Arctui'us (i LA SS Tubes,
used initially in radio receivers, creare
a natural replacement. market for
A returns Dealers
and Servicemen.

Millions of "G"
Tubes of A ret urns
nianufaelure are in
iisi- today. Here is
a big replacement
market lor you.

The active deniami
amons
tmf act livers andn i apublic
for
rhe
A
returns
ON KT theCOIt
tube
developed
ad
vanee
overastheanmetal tube ■ is a. further tribute to A returns auaiity.

Specifications for 1937 Sets show that the
majority of next year's radios will he (»Tube equipped.
When you realize that ARCTURUS was
first with the "G" Tube—introducing it
in April, 1933, a full year ahead of other
manufacturers — yon get a clearer picture
of the part Arctnrus plays in the forward
march of radio progress.
ARCTURUS1 continued pioneering
achievements are significant to radio dealers and servicemen because it is their best
assurance that with ARCTURUS they will
keep a step ahead of the procession.
As evidence of this progressive policy,
ARCTURUS is the ONLY line which offers you the 4 types of luhes set owners
ask for today — the GLASS tube, the "G"
tube, CORONET, and CORONET for replacing glass tubes.
for further informalion as lo WHY IT
WILL PAY YOU TO STOCK ARCTURUS IN '37 sec your jobber or write:
Arcturus Radio Tube Co., Newark, N. J.

A
A
And
Arctnrus
ONMTS
POIl GOltUEPLAfiXO
TI DES areGLASS
new.
exclusive,
mado-tourder to boost
your
sales and profits.

GLASS-"G"- CORONET
RADIO TUBES
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Simplified.

with TRIPLETT
MODEL 1200-C
YOLT-OHMMILLSAMMETER

MODEL
1200-C

A. V. C. (Automaiic Voiume Control) places automatic
bias voltaqe on the grids of the i. F. tubes. Voltage
varies with signal strength. Test is made by measuring
diode, comparative voltage or value of resistance.
All this can be done simply and quickly with the new
Triplett Volt-Ohm-Miltiammeter Model !200-C.

U E A L E R

Model I 200-C has;

V R I < E

S 2 1. li 2

★

Separate A. C. and D. C. instruments in twin case with
tilting for accurate reading. Ohms scales separately
adjusted. Low Loss switch. (Contact error less than
'/2%1. Low Ohms scale requires but 6-2/3 milliamperes.
Accuracy both A. C. and D. C. guaranteed within 20/0.
All Metal Case.
Scale Reads: D, C. 10-50-250-500-1000 Volts at 5,000
Ohms per volt; 250 Microamperes; 1-10-50-250 Milliamperes; 'A to 500, backup circuit; 1500 Ohms; 1,5 and
7.5 Megohms; A. C. I 0-50-250-500-1 000 Volts.

5,000 Ohms per Volt D. C.
★
Resistance reading to 7.5 Megohms
*
For all radio measurements not requiring a no
current draw Vacuum Tube Voltmeter

A TRIPLETT MASTER UNIT
SEE YOUR JOBBER —WRITE FOR CATALOG
""H

'

^

?

r- • >

' -•

v~

f

I
HI pten

Tht* Triplett Jilef-trk-ul Instrument Co.
5013 Harmon Drive, Bluff ton, Ohio.
Wiihont ohligatitm. ftk'.-ise scni,! mo more information
on Model 12(Hi-0.
- ('umjileTe Triiileti
rnil Line,
\omc

pAecldoK
ELECTRICAL
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DESIGN

•

REPAIRS

•

INSTALLATION

Circuits

LOOK FORWARD . , .
tuned circuit. The signal is limited
to the immediate premises by the shielding effect of the RX house wiring.

m
K
Aliniuliiri1!
Tube
m

Power Line Traiisnillier
Considerable interest lias been shown
in a device for inter-office communication or home broadcasting without
wires. We reprint, by courtesy of
Miles Reproducing Co., the circuit diagram.
Fundamentally the circuit is composed of three distinct units, A 45
oscillator operating between 550 and
1500 K.C., a standard audio amplifier
of two 5fi tubes and the usual power
supply.
A Hartley type oscillator is employed
whose tuned circuit is similar to a
standard antenna coil with a low impedance primary. However, the usual
primary in this case is used as a secondary, feeding the generated signal
into the power line. The grid-leakcondenser is in the neighborhood of
50,000 ohms and .00025 mfd. The
plate coupling condenser of approximately .002 mfd. couples the plate of
the 45 to the tuned circuit. The choke
in the plate circuit of the second 56
serves as a modulation impedance and
is of the usual audio variety. The
microphone voltage is obtained by a
tap taken from a voltage divider across
the power supply,
W hen this unit is in operation it can
he received on a standard receiver in
the same manner as a broadcast station. It can be tuned in and out at
will, or the freriuency of the unit altered simply by changing the capacity
of the condenser across the oscillator
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER. 1936

Kay

With the advent of the 913, a small
cathode ray tube within reach of all, we
print RCA's basic circuit.
A voltage between 250 and 500 volts
is applied across the resistance network. Potentiometers in the grid and
anode No. 1 circuit allow these voltages
to he varied within the limits recommended for proper operation.
Focusing is accomplished by the adjustment of the potentiometer in anode

Mail Order Mad ness
7
Utilities Help Sell Service
8
Service is Small Dealer's Stronghold. 12
Service From the Sea
,
15
Sound for Businessmen
20
Explaining the Ultra-Highs
22
Stores on Wheels
28
New Testers and Parts
, 42
Free Technical Booklets
47
terminals. At the present time there is
no information available regarding these
attachments.

fiiiif*' ItaiHl SwiU'h

m

No. 1 circuit which controls the ratio
of voltage between this anode and
anode No. 2,
Regulation of the spot size or intensity can be made in two ways. Both
deal with the increasing of anode No.
2 current. Increasing the voltage on
anode No. 2 increases this current by
increasing the speed of the electrons.
At the same time this decreases the
spot size on the screen. By decreasing
the bias on the control grid this anode
current is also increased, however, in
this case, the spot size remains the
same. This is the method shown in
the diagram.
To observe wave form, resonance and
other phenomena, an amplifier and
sweep circuit are necessary at the input

In order to overcome the usual losses
in tilt all wave receiver, Hamniarlund
has resorted to a knife switch type band
switch.
Five bands from 540 kc. to 20 mc, are
successively switched by rotating a
single knob. A system of oscillating
cams control the knife arms which
contact the desired circuits, at the same
time disconnecting all other circuits.
By this method the leakage paths between the various contact points and
arms is greatly increased over the usual
type switch. Also, intercircuit capacities arc reduced to a minimum since each
set of contacts has its individual knife

w

w
t
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MODEL
740
DEALER PRICE

WITH

cWySmeo

FREE
BOOKLET

VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER
AVAILABLE NOW IN SINGLE TESTERS ALSO COMBINATIONS TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
EYE APPEAL...PRECISION ACCURACY
YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL APPRECIATE THE UTMOST IN PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE
Yes, Ranger-Examiner Equipment definitely Triplett 3" square Precision Instrument.
means that Radio Service work can be done Scale readings; 10-50-250-500-1000 A.C. anil
more profitably and easier. More profitably D.C. Volts at 1000 Ohms per Volt (DCbecause considerably less money is required Accuracy 2%; A.C, 5%) 1-10-50-250
for precision equipment, and easier because D.C.M.A,: 0-300 low ohms; high ohms to
Ranger-Examiner is a completely new line 250,000 at 1.5 volts. Rheostat adjuslment
designed from scratch with all the latest for 13^4 volts for ohm readings to 2.5
improvements for quick and accurate megohms. Batteries may he added permitservice. Less weight, too, to carry around ling higher resistance readings in 250,000
ohms steps. Low Ohms to *4 Ohm—with
in sturdy all-metal cases.
in center of scale. Backup cirRanger-Examiner testers are manufactured 25cuitohms
used. Current draw is only 1 M.A.
by the oldest company in the service equip- . . . Compare
First . . . Then Buy Rangerment field whose contacts make them fully
Examiner.
acquainted with the needs of the radio
serviceman.
Be sure to send Coupon for your FREE
copy "101 Radio Troubles and Their Cures."
Model 740 Volt-Obm-Milliammeler has a
%
9
i

SI

LISTING 101 MOST
FREQUENT RADIO
TROUBLES

HOW TO DETECT
HOW TO CURE

NOTHING LIKE IT BEFORE
GREATLY SIMPLIFIES
EVERYDAY SERVICE
SEND
COUPON
NOW - - -

—

Ki'rtdrit*1 Meier Wm-k*
1320 College St., Bluffton, Ohio
Without obligation please send me your
free Booklet. "If)] Radio Troubles and their
Cures," and complete Ranger-Kxamlner
Catalog.
jVtime
St. Address
dtp
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lliMnole t milrol Adaplor
Tuning a receiver from a distance
and at the same time controlling its
volume is accomplished by a new idea
of Meissner's.
A 6A8 tube is connected in a circuit
which is powered by a 2SZ6 rectifier.
This circuit acts as a first detector,
ahead of the original first detector in
the set. The antenna is connected to
this unit and two wires run from its
output to the antenna-ground posts of
the receiver. The receiver is then
tuned to a frequency at the low frequency end of the dial, approximately
550 KC., and with the adapter turned
on, adjustment made with its oscillator circuit until a station comes in
with its tuning control set at the high
frequency end. Next, tune in a Station
on the low frequency end and adjust
the padding condenser. The adapter
will then cover the broadcast band from

31
one end to the other with no sign of
interference.
The principle of the adapter is similar to the well known short wave converters, the difference is only that the
received signal is in the same band with
the I.F, frequency, which is approximately SSO K. C, This means the oscillator in the adapter must be 550 K.C.
higher or lower than the station frequency. The beat note produced is
picked up on the receiver in the same
manner as a broadcast station.

Frequency Selecting
Amplifier
Low, medium and high frequencies
are amplified separately in the new 37tube Crosley.
Referring to the diagram, a 6 ohm
winding of the input transformer is
fed from a preamplifier immediately
following the detector. Two 61^6 tubes
connected as trlodes operate as drivers
for both low frequency and mid frequency channels.
In the low frequency channel, frequencies from 20 to 400 cycles are amplified by four 6N6 tubes, in push-pull
parallel.
In the middle frequency
channel two 6N6 tubes amplify frequencies from 300 to 3000 cycles. A
third winding "C", on the input transformer terminating in 500 ohms, feeds
a 6C5 resistance coupled to a 6F6
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1934
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RCA Labyrinth Microphone, cxphuiai •vimwhich in turn drives two 6N6's through
audio choke Ch.. The condenser choke
combination in series with the input to
the 6C5 forms, a high pass filter, limiting the output to 12.000 cycles since
the amplifier is good to 25,000. Frequencies above 12,000 cycles were found
undesirable since station interference
is usually prevalent.
For the speaker system, one 18 in.
auditorium type speaker supplies the low
frequency output, two 12 in, speakers
for the mid frequencies while three
high frequencies tweeters complete the
range.

i

11

6N&

Faliyriiith Mit-ropliom'
A novel idea in microphones has been
introduced by RCA. It departs from
the usual velocity type in that it is
unidirectional.
To obtain high directivity to all frequencies it is desirable to employ a combination of velocity and pressure principles. However, to do this with two
separate ribbons or microphones results
in the canceling of certain frequencies
when the outputs are parallel. To overcome this a single ribbon is divided into
two parts, the upper half becoming a
pressure operated device while the lower
section is actuated by sound velocity
only, being open at the front and back.
In order to make the upper half
operate as a true pressure microphone
it is necessary that the rear be inclosed.
At the same time it is not possible to
block this off entirely without affecting
frequency response. A padded labyrinth, to absorb the reflection, overcomes this and results in an efficient
pressure actuated microphone with a
very good response over the entire
frequency range. Since the two units
use the same ribbon their output remains very closely in phase and their
voltages are added.
As shown in the directional pattern,

Fy«' SjmUS
Those black spots on the target of a
tuning eye do not indicate that the
fluorescent coating is wearing off. They
are direct reproductions of holes in a
pitted cathode. The electrons project
themselves from the cathode onto the
target. When there Is a hole in the
cathode, no emission takes place at this
spot. Therefore no electrons strike
the dark spot on the target directly
opposite.

the characteristics for both high and
low frequency directivity is very close,
making it highly desirable where crowd
or audience noises are to be avoided.
PAGE 55

Toiu» Tomer
In order to demonstrate the advance
in tone qualities of their new receivers
over those on the market a few years
back, G. K. uses a novel filter attachment.
A system of capacity, inductance
and series resistance in a number of

Plate
prongr

i4,700 Ohms J
^JIO,000 Ohms £

'■Omfd.
_||11

^Shield
^pron9
—"

' U .Olmfo/.
/n »».005mfo/.
|| .005mfd.

|

different combinations are shunted from
the audio plate to ground. By selecting
a chosen value of these components
according to the rotation of a pictorial
display, a reproduction of the tone of
models from 1926 to 1936 is obtained.
The shunt capacity cuts otT all the
high notes, giving a boomy effect. The
scries resistors tend to reduce the lows
while the inductance causes a sharp
peak to develop in the frequency range.

exercises a similar control over the
flow of electrons from cathode to target as the usual grid of a tube, cutting
out a portion of the eye, more commonly known as "opening of the eye."
The less positive this electrode is, the
greater the eye opening.
However, in the 6E5 and 6G5 the
target current, which causes the illumination is limited only by the omission
saturation of the cathode. This current, with age and increases in line voltage, rises to very high values at times,
sufficient in some cases to damage the
lube or even the set itself.
In the 6H5 a control grid is placed
around the cathode and tied to it. This
grid is of such construction as to limit
the target current to a safe value. By
so doing, the 6H5 becomes a universal
tube for A.C, or A.C.-D.C. use in that
voltage variations in the line will not
affect the tuning or brilliance of the
eve.

Tubi's
913 Cathode ray tube with a one inch
screen. Suitable for any application
for which the larger tubes are used.

•• Ev4»**
Since the introduction of the tuning
eye little has been done to improve
performance except for the more universal sensitivity characteristics of the
6G5. Raytheon has recently developed
the 6H5, which offers considerable improvement in control, intensity and
longer life.
Tn the dlij, 6G5 and 6115, when a
positive potential is applied to the control grid of the triode section, an increase in plate current takes place.
However, since the plale is joined externally to the target, a drop in plate
current results. This makes the shadow control electrode, which is joined
directly to the plate, less positive than
the target. Therefore, this electrode
Target current
control gnat
[<■»
hmi
"Shadow control
electrode

—Coif hods
Control grief
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11 igh-Voltage Klcctrofle (Anode No. 2)
voltage
500
rocusing Electrode (Anode No. 1) voltage 125
Grid voltage for current cut-off
—90
Peak voltage between Anode No. 2 and any
deflecting til ate
250
Typical operation:
Heater voltage
6.3 6.3
Anode No. 2 voltage
250 500
50 100
Anode No. 1 voltage
Grid voluitfu. Adjusted to give suitable himinous spot
Deflection Sensitivity:
I'lates Di ami Da 0.1 5 0.07 Mm/Volt IXC.
Plates Dn and 1)4 0.21 0.10 Mm/Volt IXC.
25 L6 An all metal 6L6 for AC-DC
Operation
Dealer Voltage.
25
25
110
110
Plale Voltage....
Screen Voltage
110
110
Grid Voltage
—7.3
-7.5
49
Zero-Signal Plate Cur
_4_9
Max. Signal Plate Cur
55
51
Zero-Signal Screen Cur
4
4
Max.-Signal Screen Cur ......
«
10.3
^ ignal Input Voltage
5.3
5.3
I'late Resist. ( Apjirox. J ..... . 10,000
10,000
'1 ranscond nctancc
. . 8.200
8.200
1,500
2.000
Distortion:
Total Harmnnlc
11
10
10
Second Harmonic
3.5
4
Third Harmonic
8.5
Power Output
2.1
2.2

AMATEUR NOTES
RK39 A beam power type tetrode
bv Ravtheon similar to the 81)7,
Class C Amplifier
Typical Operation
DC Plate voltage
DC Plate current
DC screen voltage
DC screen current
DC grid bias
DC grid current
Power output
Plate dissipation
Driving power

500
60
200
10
40
4

750
SO
250
10
60
4
40
20
.5

volts
ma.
volts
ma.
volts
ma.
watts
watts
watts

High Frequency Super — In
the new Hallicraftcr 5 to 40 meter
supcrhet, selectivity may lie varied
from a sharp crystal filter curve to
one with a band width of a hundred
K.C. Tlie purpose of this is to
permit reception of frequency
modulated signals on the five meter
hand.
A 6 K 7 and 6 1,7 serve as first
and second I. F. respectively. Special iron core f. F. transformers operating at 1600 K.C. have a third
winding close coupled to the
primary and connected to the secondary. This winding (L,L2) may
be switched in or out of the circuit
at will, increasing the coupling between primary and secondary and
thereby overcoupling the two. In
this manner a broad resonant curve
is obtained which is sufficientlv
wide to pass any' modulated oscillator type of signal. At the same
time, however, by tapping just part
of the winding, an intermediate degree of selectivity results.
W ith the switch in the neutral
position a high degree of selectivity
is available for timing on the 40, 20
and 10 meter bands. In the first
position, stable five meter signals
can he copied with high selectivity
between stations. Signals that are
badly frequency modulated, hut still
understandable on a super-regenerative type receiver, can be easily
received with the full winding in the
circuit.

This method of selectivity control was found more suitable than
the usual movable coil type, since,
because of the high I. F. frequency,
movement of parts near the 1. F.
coil tended to detune this circuit.
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER. 1934
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Instruments

Go further in '37 with westoiv
instruments. Save time . . . hecause WESTONS simplify and
expedite testing procedure. Build
a satisfied clientele.... have fewer
call backs . . , because WESTONS do a thorough servicing job, and
the readings are always dependable. And sane money by not having to replace your instnimenls frequently. WESTONS are designed
and built to serve dependably for years. Make yours a comNAME
pletely weston equipped shop in '37. It's easy to do with
^
the weston investment pean. Aek your jobber for
^*
ADDRESS
details, or return coupon.
^
CITY
RADfO RETAILING, DECEMBER. I93t

^
WIC5TOJV
>
ELECTRICAL
^
INSTRUMENT
>^
CORPORATION
S8I Fpellnfctmywn Avenne.
Newark, New Jersey
Please rtish me complctr dele eo
all WESTON Radio luglruiacniR.
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ACH/£k

Now you can have 2!] the equipmenr necessary for
modern up-to-date cathode ray service work — complete in one impressive unit! The Duanomoscopc is
actually four instruments in one . . . a-complete testinp
laboratory in itself! [1] Cathode Ray Oscilloscope
j2] Frequency Modulator [J] Audio Oscillator [-1] AllWave Signal Generator which may be used [V Unmodulated [b] Frequency Modulated Internally ic] Amplitude Modulated Externally jdj Amplitude Modulated
Internally by 400 Cycle Fixed Frequency
Before you buy any insiruments.
the 555
Diagnomoscope at your parts jobber. It\ many new
outstanding features ... its simplicity of operation . .
its conveniently arranged controls . . . and its beautifully designed streamlined case will astound vou! Contains 10 tubes. Completely A. C. operated
Your parts jobber offers you convenient time payment terms on any SUPREME instrument, making it
easy for you to purchase them now? You don't have to
wait until you arc ready to pay all cash
Sec your pans jobber today. Ask him to show you
the Diagnomoscope. He will give you lull details on
how you can purchase jt on the S.I.C. cas\ pavrucntpUn

MfF'

i '-•i ■

^ SOU AUTOMATIC
Combines 12 esseniial
servicing instruments:
A. C. Tube Quality
Checker. Tube Hot Leakage. Short and Open
Tester. Electrolytic Filter
Capacitor Leakage Tester.
Paper and Mica Capacitor Leakage Tcsicr. Complete Poini-to-Point Radio
Analy/er. Multi-Range
D. C. Volimcter. Multi-range Ohmmeter. Mulli-mnge Meeohmmetcr.
Multi-range A.C. Voltmeter.
Mulli-mnge Decibel Meter. Mullimnge Milliannneter. Multi-range
Output Meter. S7.50 Down —
36.61 per Month for 10 Months.
Cash price 566.95

7
HOtraCj

'■M M,

--i

- 9>

fr:

v.

S

15.00 Down

>

s

12.05 per month
for 12 months

Cash Price s147.95 j

m*,
WHERE SHOULD THE RADID
SERVICE MAN LOCATE HIS
t PLACE OF BUSINESS?
'This interesting booklet Is
(he result of d nationwide
lurvey made for your benefil. Write me today and J
will mail you a Copy free
of' cba

SUPREME
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INSTRUMENTS

GREENWOOD,
—YOUR

CREDIT

. 550 RADIO TESTER
Performs the operations
of 13 essential servicing
instrument:, with 43 functions and ranges: Radio
and P. A. Analyzer. Electrolytic filter and electrostatic capacitor leakage,
also Electrolytic and
Electrostatic capacitor
(ester. Multi-range ohmmctcr. Multi-range D. C. Voltmeter. Multi-range A. C. Voltmeter. Multi-range miliinmmctcr.
Multi-range decibel meter. Multirange output meter. D. C. ammetvr. $6.00 Down —55-55
monthly for 10 months.
Cash Price 55 5.95

IS

MISSISSIPPI,
GOOD

WITH

' ws.

w

CORP.
U.S^A.

SUPREME!
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SHORTCUTS

TVs I inji for Leaks in I'aper
Condensers
liy R. S. ff est
Pcvhaps the most annoying and hardto-locate trouble encountered in radio
servicing is the static-like noise caused
by faulty paper condensers and carbon
resistors. In condensers the bad unit
may not be located by the usual tests,
even thonch the noise mav be verv loud

Head
phones
Testprods
i Condenser
T under test

90 v-

a? heard in the speaker. In order tu
locate the faulty condensers as quickly
as possible, the writer uses the arrangement shown, The head-phones will indicate leaks which cannot be found with
the average condenser tester.
In actual use the condenser is not
removed front the circuit; precautionary
tests for a short circuit should be made,
however, before making the leakage test
as the 90 volts might burn out the headphones if a "short" really exists. The
test prods are held against the condenser
terminals for at least two or three
minutes. If the condenser is good there
should be no sound in the phones other
than the usual charging click; if an intermittent or steady noise or popping
sound is heard, the condenser should be
replaced.

Ilevampingf All-wave Keeeivers far Camiiiuiiiealioiis
By R. E. Snoddy
Most servicemen are interested in
Amateur Communications as a hobby,
and certainly every serviceman, to be up
to date, should be familiar with schedules
of foreign -hort wave stations and the
various other services on the high frequency bands.
With a few simple changes, the modern AU-Wave Broadcast receiver can ho
converted to an excellent Communications tvpc receiver, for phone or C\V
(code) reception, and its sensitivity to
very weak signals greatly increased.
In the past the greatest objection tn
the use of a standard All-Wave receiver
RADIO RETAILING., DECEMBER, 1936

for amateur communication was the lack
of hand spread on the amateur hands.
This has been well taken care of in some
of the latest receivers, especially those
that have a large dial and a "Second"
hand. The dial should have a minimum
of back-lash too, if you intend to do
much "tisliing" for weak stations.
The changes necessary are the following; (a) The addition of a beat frequency oscillator with a switch for cutting it in or out at will. In some cases
the addition of a variable sensitivity control itt the R. I*, circuit will be necessary
to get the proper action of the beat
oscillator.
(b) A switch for cutting out the avc
action for die reception of code signals.
(c) Headphone connections for distant reception and nightowls.
The beat oscillator itself is very simple. The circuit shown in Fig. 1 has
proven itself to he simple and imusuallv
stable.
The parts necessary are as follows:
l.C—beat note oscillator coil (Hanimarlund type T)
R1—75.000 ohms. C1—.0005 mmf.
C2—Small trimmer condenser. R2^—
25,000 ohms.
Switch. 6C5G tube, socket and shield.

1 cT
O
o
I t .t, _ '
i-—J
1 he oscillator cod has a range from
450 to 470 kilocycles. If some other intermediate frequency is used in the
receiver a different beat-oscillator coil
will be necessary. The cut out switch
can be either in the plate circuit or the
cathode circuit, whichever is most convenient.
The couplings condenser C2 may be a
small trimmer condenser or a few turns
of wire wrapped around the plate lead.
The beat oscillator is adjusted in the
following manner:
With the AVC and tiie heat oscillator
off. tune in a very weak signal to exact
resonance. Turn the oscillator on and
adjust the beat-oscillator trimmer condenser until the desired note is obtained. Do this several times to make
sure that the adjustment is correct.
Now with the beat oscillator on and
the receiver still timed to a weak signal,
adjust the coupling condenser for the
best note. If the coupling is too tight it
will blot out the signal. Now tune in a
strong signal. If the coupling is not
tight enough, the signal may blot out the
oscillator. The final adjustment will be

a compromise between the two. A better method is to leave the coupling set
for the weaker signal and add a variable
sensitivity control. This may he a
potentiometer in the cathode lead of the
RF or IF tubes or the familiar antennacathode volume control, depending on
the particular set in which the change
is being made.
The beat oscillator may be coupled to
the last IF grid or to one of the diode
plates. If it is coupled to the last IF
grid, very little coupling will be required, the oscillator will be lightly
loaded, and its stability increased. It is
well to try different plate voltages on it
too. Usually a low plate voltage is best,
but it should not be so low, however,
that the oscillator will not start every
time the switch is thrown.
Now about cutting out the AVC. In
some sets It is possible to short out the
resistor across which the AVC voltage is developed. If this doesn't work
another resistor. (R2 in the diagram)
may be switched into the circuit bv
means of a S.P.D.T. switch. This in no
way upsets the rest of the circuit. The
switch may he mounted on the chassis
or can be attached to the sensitivity control in place of the regular off-on switch
that is usually attached to these controls. It can be connected so that in the
"off" position the AVC is working and
the cathode control is at zero resistance
for normal operation. This will cause
this control to work in the wrong direction, but this is not a serious objection,
as it is not used very much anyhow.
Re careful to use only rubber covered
wire in the AVC circuit as even a high
resistance leak in damp weather will
cause faulty AVC action. Make these
leads as short as possible and inclose
them in a braided metal shield. Otherwise motorboating may develop.
^/W\)

^\Ao)

See C-f pioner tr&nsf'ps/to

Kpray- Slilolil lli>|»l««;4>inon(s
By Marion L. Rhodes
In many old style T.R.F. receivers
using a 27 detector, hum can be greatly
reduced by using spray-shield tubes
such as a Majestic G-27-S,
page 6i
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A COMPLETE
P.

A.

15

WATT

SYSTEM FOR

PERMANENT INSTALLATION
Here is an efficient, attractive, low-cost public address
system especially designed for schools, theatres, night
clubs, and similar permanent installations.
The system includes the microphone, two 10-inch
dynamic speakers, and a 6L6 Beam Power Amplifier,
mounted in a cast aluminum case with the panel
mounted at a convenient angle for operation.
Each speaker is mounted in an inclined baffle
cabinet so that all high frequencies are projected to
"ear level," thus permitting highest fidelity reproduction. The speaker cabinets may be finished to
match existing furnishings.

"Cornell'Dubilier Sales
just hit a new HIGIF'
THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE CONDENSER LINE
WET & DRY ELECTROLYTICS
MICA • PAPER • DYKANOL
P)
ill!

L

I

I?)
Lin

MJUw!

2499
PRE-TESTED IDEAS!
RADIO
System 21 J-3» complete with all tubes,
30 feet of rubber
covered and shielded microphone
cable and 75 feet
of cloth covered
speaker cable for
each speaker—SI70
list.
##

TECHNA
CORPORATION
NEW YORK. CHICAGO
5126 Howard Street.... San Francisco
BROADCAST
PUBLIC ADDRESS^
RECORDING..LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
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BU)INE$5
VhotHotioft ohc/
by A. A. Gh irardi
htaHtUjemmT
and T. S. Ruggles
Here at last is the book every radio dealer and service man has been
waiting for! a practical, sales-minded book that gives you the complete
story on bow to get more and better business. How to start a radio business.
How to run merchandistmj
one profitably. andHowpublicity.
to get andIDEAS—FACTS—-METHODS
hold customers through selling,
advertising,
that
have
been
provedsound
and
successful
in
building
just them
likeyoura . , . presented and illustrated in such a way up
thatbusinesses
you' can put
to
work
right
away.
Everything
in
it
is
practical
and
workable.
Applies
to
sale
radiohome
sets, appliances,
servicing, auto
P.A. ofwork,
etc. radio,
You
can't help but make more monej/ with
this great book! SEND FOR YOUR CLIPWMAILrS
FREE CIRCULAR TODAY!
SELLING—Analysis of your market.
Getlins loads. Store selling. Phone
r
aelling. Outside selling. Sales t a lies.
octei&tf\
Technical
Resistances. Contacts. Etc., etc.
Publ Co.
ADVERTISING Planning. Preparation.
'rested
Appeals.
Production.
Ideas
for
45
Astor
PL,
New York
nisiilays. Direct Mail. Newspaper,
Dept.
RR
-126
P.roadcast and other advertising media.
Publicity.
Merchandising.
Premiums.
Follow-ups. Etc., etc.
BUSINESS METHODS—Getting started.
Shop eauipment.
Store layout.Records.
Management.
Cost accounting.
Policies. Etc., etc.
Over 400 pages
Over 200 illus.
Tjtee. Ci/ccu£cJc
Soon io be released.
iM 'f.n '■ inlif i a iMHIW tVrf jfiTg f mMJ
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Motor Xolse Detector
By B. B. Porter
A small copper disc about the size
of a silver dollar, attached to the end
of a wooden handle several feet long,
with a shielded wire running from the
disc to the other end of the handle,
makes an excellent exploration tool for
locating noise sources in a car when
ironing out an auto-radio installation.
Connect the inner conductor of the
shielded cable to the antenna post of
the receiver within the driver's compartment and ground the shield to the
chassis by means of a clip. Then move
the disc near various points under the
hood and around the body where different r.f. potentials might set up radiation of noise.

Kncc-Actlon Static
Elimination
By M. G. Goldberg
An unusual front wheel static condition is sometimes encountered in cars
having knee-action. Even though spring
static eliminator were installed the trouble still persisted,
A well lubricated knee-action assembly is insulated from the chassis by a
film of grease. A permanent cure for

RED HEAD BRAND
CAPACITORS
IlEB HEAP BRAND Condensers are available In
all standard
and compact
capacities—in
both high
and
low
voltages. sizes
Small,
and nigml
in construction. They conform to the exacting demands
of
Radio industry—in uniformity, dependability
andtheaccuracy.
DEPENDABLE
High-Low Voltage
A consistently maintained
Dry Eleetrolytics
policy
All Types
J IE ADS" makes
ideal for "RED
"over
Wax Carton Units
the
counter"
sales. AtSingle- Multiple
tractively packaged
for
effective display.
Tubular Units
The
manufacturing
trade
Transmitting
will appreciate the practical solution they offer
Tubular By-Pass
to theWrite
condenser
probReplacements
lem.
for prices.
omop/pAf0p
,ASSOdaVTBR^
WIRE A"Pn>
OfiponAr/om
512 So. Peoria St.
•
Chicago
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this condition can be obtained by bolting a 4 inch piece of braid between the
front axle or the frame at one end, to
the knee-action mechanism at the other.
About 30 inches is required so that it
doesn't interfere with the turning of the
wheels. Of course the static eliminators
are still required.

Pc|>|»iiig Up Old Deceivers
By Harry D, Hooion
There are a great number of the
older receivers of both the t.r.f. and
superheterodyne types that can be given
almost as much gain and selectivity as
many later model sets by simply adding
the small iron-cores to their r-f and i-J
tuned circuits. These small cylindrical
shaped cores arc available and the cost
is only about ten cents each.
The process is not quite so simple as
merely adding the iron cores to the
coils—the addition of the cylinders will
cause the inductance of the coils to
increase. The removal of a portion of
the winding is usually necessary and
the exact amount is best determined by
placing the core in the i-f or r-f coil,
fastening it securely in place, and then
removing one or two turns at a time
until the circuit is returned to its original adjustment. Each coil should be
completed and adjusted to its previous
setting before going on to the next.
In some receivers the addition of the
metal cores will boost the gain until
the circuits may oscillate. The writer
has found it necessary to use a 0.1
■-fd. paper condenser from the "B"
plus to the chassis in most cases to
eliminate oscillations. A separate condenser is used for each transformer or
coil and is mounted as close as possible
to the point where the "B" lead comes
through the chassis.
Sometimes the addition of the cylinders will cause oscillations that cannot
be eliminated by by-passing as outlined
above. An examination of the circuit
will usually reveal that a common bias
resistor is being used for two or more
of the tubes in the r-f circuit or that
two or more tubes have common screen
dropping resistors. In this case it is
necessary to use a separate resistor for
each circuit and by-pass it with the
proper size paper condenser.

Miolderinff IrAn^Uoldcr
By Marion L. Rhodes
A good soldering iron holder can be
made from a piece of asbestos pipe
covering such as is used on steam pipes,
A section about a foot long supported
under the edge of the bench will keep
the iron where it can do no damage.

ELECTRAD CONTROLS
Make Any Replacement
A CINCH,

m

Says Mac—the Service Man
Elect rail spends many thousands of
dollars every year on engineering research—just to build a line of controls mechanically and electrically
right for any receiver model.
The result is that any service man
who uses Electrad Controls can truthfully say—"Electrad Controls make
any replacement a cinch." . . .
Try an Electrad Control on your next
replacement job. Long aluminum
shafts are easily cut to required
length, standard end covers are instantly interchangeable with power
switch assembly. Every Electrad Control is noise tested at the factory and
fully guaranteed.
An Electrad replacement is a quickaccurate, lastingly salisfaetory job—
and Electrad's clean dealer policy assures a good profit every time. Send
for new 1937 Guide—130 pages of
valuable replacement data that every
service department needs. Address
Dept. HR 12.

Direct friction contact . . . self-cleaning, self-polishing . . . assures quiet
slepless graduation. ... no noise, no
gaps, no stuttering.

f 11 5 VarloK St.. N«w York,. N.Y.\
ELECTRAD i
—
—-j
'RESISTOR HEADCHJARTERS'
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LET

NATIONAL

EQUIP

UNION

YOU

FOR

193 7's

SERVICE

PROFITS!

The well equipped Radio Service Expert
will cash in most on

tOST's business

TIME PAYMENTS ON DEPOSITS
X. U. has made anaiuiemenrs with Clough-BreriKle and the
Supreine InstrumentH f-'oi-|ioration so that the initial depesir on
die new 1937 models made hy these great, etiuipment manufacturers can be finaneed. Itenu'inber, initial deposits an; reFunded vvlien lube pnreiiases are eompleted. Get comultfe details from your distributor.
INSTRUMENTS MADE BY THESE
MANUFACTURERS
Study the catalogs and advertisements of leading service equipment manufacturers
listedCanbelow,
selectFIIEM
the insLrumems
you want
. then Jind
out how you
get them
the easy .National
TTiiion. .way!
Clough-Brentile • Supreme Instruments Corporation • Triplett
Ranger # Hickok • Webster-Chicago • i. F. D. • Precision
Communication Instruments Inc. • Radio City Products • Allen
G. DuMont Labs.
In addition to Instruments, you can tret Shop Goatw. Radio Tube Carrying
Cases, Mulii Drawer Steel Cabinets for small parts storage, etc. Me sure
to find out how i

Interference Suppressor!
Extra profit from your cusfomers with
oil burners that interfere with their
radios! You can make extra money
on many of your service calls. Every
oil burner ignition system, which interferes with radio, needs two CONTINENTAL Carbon 0815 Filternoys suppressors. These suppressors connect in
series with the high-tension leads of
the ignition transformer. If the electric wiring Is well shielded, CONTINENTAL OB I 5 Filternoys suppressors
completely eliminate radio interference from the ignition system,
Filternoys suppressor OBIS has a list
price of $1.50. Carry a couple on
your holiday service calls. They will
bring you $1.20 profit on every sale!
GOIDH or

FREE EQUIPMENT!!
No need for the alert and aggressive service expert to road about all the
line seientitle instruments which service equipment manufacturers are
making and wish that he mightj own lliem. "VMiy? He can own them!
How? By getting them Free with the purchase of National Union radio
tubes.
This
luis means that
mat you and
aim every other>■■■ service specialist,
specialist
whobusiness
hopes litto
i|m sen
service
capture a big share of the profit to he
made in the
IhMT can equip yourselves with the meters, testers and analyz > necessary
in modern radio servicing.
National Union has given servicemen throughout Ihe United States more
than 50.0(10 pieces of Fine equipment. If you're not taking advunrage
of National Union's service dealer plan, you're missing the greatest
opportunity in the radio industry today.
All
you do
is contract
to purchase
a lew thetubestubeperpurchase
week, place
a small
deposit,
which
is refunded
to you after
is completed
and the instrument you have selected is yours "for keeps", without any
strings attached. .Meanwhile, remembev that you have the use of the
instrument all during the time tube purchases an? bring made.
Make 1937 your biggest profit year by tleing up with the Natiniial Union
Selling Program. Talk it over with your distributor 01 send the. coupon
below for complete derails.
ABO IT NATION VI, UNION KAOIO TURKS
xr^ National Union manufactures a complete line
of radio tubes in gdass, metal and G-type,
National Union's high quality has made them
the outstanding- favorite in the radio service
profession. All sales policies have boon formulated With the idea of making: National Union
radio tubes the ideal replacement tube for the
radio dealer. This has been backed up with
a selling- program that means real support and
help to the wide-awake dealer. Dealers and
jobbers handling National Union radio tubes are
the leaders in repair parts and service.
Clip — Mail — Now!
National Union Radio Corp..
RR 1236
570 Lexington Ave., New York City.
Rush free circular telling how to get instruments the easy N.U. Way.
Name
Street
City
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Oil burner systems sometimes require extra filtering on the primary
side of the Ignition transformer,
CONTINENTAL Carbon Filternoys
suppressor GOlDH, list price $1.50,
is particularly suitable tor circuits up
to 300 watts, 120 volts. Use FIOOSDH,
list $5.00 on equipment up to 800
watts, 120 volts.
Be the first in your community to
guarantee full relief from oil burner
interference.
Send for your copy of Handy Pocket Data
on Radio Interference Elimination containing
the latest information on this important subject. It is written so that you may show it
to your customers; it Is your silent salesman
for CONTINENTAL Carbon Filternoys interference suppressors.

Continental CarbohIoc W
State

13902 Loraln Avenue, Clevelandl Ohio

Toronto, Canada
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ACTUAL

SOCKET

VOLTAGES

(Measured *0 chassis with 10OO-ohms-per volt D. C. instrument!

A. C.

AC-DC.

145 +0 no

105 to 115

I 50 +0 185
0

95 to 105
O

1 I +0 14.5 --

9+o

11

-240 +0 711

BO to 115

0 +0
7
100 +0 110
0

105 to 115
0

7 to

20 -- 17.5 to

-245 to 275 -- 105
2
160 to 170
85
O
0 to

3.1

225 to 285
215 to 265

22

to 120
to 2.5
to 9 5
0

2 to

AC-D.C.

A.C.
0 to
2.6 to
65 to
0

1 -- 0 to
4
2 to
6 5 to
15
0

3
85

25 to

2 to

3.5

232 to 265 -- 99 to 110
0 to 2.5
0 to
3
90 to 110
105 to 115
0
0
0 to

3.5

0 to

3

-- 93 to 102

"O

102 to HI
0 to -0,6

2.5

-- 10 to 12.5

90 to 105
90 to 105

105 to 115
90 to 115

IS
0 to

4 --

35 to 40
20 to
0

26

5 to

S

0 to

18 to
0.1 to
12 to
0

22
0.5
15

240 to 265
0

17.6 to

22

- 1 to -2.5 -- - I to -2 m

240 to 265 -- 105 to 118
4 to
7
2.5 to 3,5
00 to 110
90 to 118
0
0
2,5 to

7

2 to

5

0

245 to 265
0

Actual

Socket

Voltage

Charts covering typical uses

I

105 to 118

0
- 1 to

3 -of most commonly encountered

This is the last of a series
of

105 to 118
0
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tubes. Two others appeared
in October and November.

MODEL
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Electrolytics

Type E: Vertical
m o u n t I n k.
Grounded c a it.
S i n gr 1 e. dual,
triple sections.

FLEXIBILITY
IN
THIS
20-WATT
AMPLIFIER

Type I: Inverted.
Insulated
nionntingf.

^ NEW

Type GL: Inverted. Insulated
m o u n t i n sr.
Single, dual,
triple. Individual
leads.

2

POSITION

INPUT

★ IMPROVED TAPPED OUTPUT
COMBINATION
★ USES

BEAM
(£J7

£
K/-MP£Pfl*C£

PILOT LAMP
*1 INPUT CO^TEOL

TYPE

€.V7
&
5J7 1 5C3

CD

TO/LE CONTBOL

TUBES

20
WATTS
w/^t5
Boa
zoo

TAPPED
OUTPUT

f.

t

f

i
CORPORATION
70 Washington St. > Broakiyn. N. Y.

TO DEALERS AND SERVICEMEN

TRIAD RADIO TUBE

AC SWTC*
* Z hSPUT CONTROL

Ths beautiful new sound amplifier, Model 2L-20 has just been
announced by Webster-Chicago. It definitely sets a new standard of power output for size and weight and creates a new order
of flexibility. Thoroughly portable, attractively priced.
The input arrangement will handle two microphones either of the
crystal, high impedance velocity or new velotron type; or I microphone and I phonograph input; or 2 phonograph inputs
The output impedance is tapped at 3-6-250-500 ohms giving extremely flexible speaker combinations with speakers such as Webster-Chicago models 2871, 2861 and 2851. Using the 250 ohm
tap eight of any type of above speakers can be properly matched.
Webster-Chicago are old established manufacturers of P. A,
Systems, Sound Equipment and Accessories of all kinds; a full line
of carefully engineered merchandise, priced right. The sound line
that all dealers should handle,
TIME PAYMENT PLAN
FULLY LICENSED
STRICT DEALER POLICY
WEBSTER - CHICAGO
Webster-Chicago
Section D-8, 3825 W. Lake St.. Chicago. III.
Please send me more information on Amplifier 2L-20 , , . I am
ai$o interested in
Name
Address
City
State
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Type GES: Midget unit r. Inverted. Insulated
mounting. 1" dia.
Half height of
usual units.

THE most capacity in least bulk
. , . lowest cost . . . longest
trouble-proof service. That's the
story of AEROVOX metal-can eleclrolytics. Also, the greatest variety of
electrolylics to meet every requirement.
More
pages.
Vf'M- CATALOG More
^ore choice.
'W
Popular prices. Ask your local AEROVOX
jobber for copy, or write us direct.

F

Wp
W

REE!

» OAR>NG NEY/ 1
* UM
rlor qu"" "

of

j B.dL<.
Tri.d Tub"

as
jo"'
i"1:"!!,,..
,'r«. Tu'"
^ »» -

MAIL TODAY!
| TRIAD MANUFACTURING C0.T Inc. THIS COUPON
| Dept. M-IO
Pawtucket, R. 1. WORTH $1.25
| Sure Ell try Triads. Send me Free Tithe Certificate...
good /or $1.25. Also FREE Engineering Data Chart.
I Name
| Address
| Town
Slate
-Jobber's Name
"THE QUALITY NAME IN RADIO TUBES"
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HERE

IS

l/jOUT

CHANCE

EVER

TO CASH IN ON A
BUSINESS ESSENTIAL

HEMEN
DESIG

BEL/o/^
A COMPLETE ^ TWO-WAY
COMMUNICATING SYSTEM

TED

I

*
The market is unlimited. Every
business needs the economy — the
convenience — of the new BELfono
method of communicating between
departments You merely flip a
key on a little unit (the size of
midget radio) and have clear and
distinct conversation with other departments- Arranged for two stations or multiple stations for deskto-desk use, — or FOR CONVERSING WITH A PERSON FROM ANY
POINT HE MAY BE IN A LARGE
ROOM — BEUone saves time, steps
and effort. BELfone actually sells
itself on demonstration. It's as easy
to install as a buzzer system and
works on your regular current . . .
economical in every respectl Convince yourself on this new moneymaker by installing a BELfone for
your own use.
Export Office: 308 West Washington
Streets Chicago, III,

Slightly higher west of
the Rockies.
Write TODAY for the facts
on BELfone. Only BELfone
gives you quality construe
tion necessary for permanent
customer sahsfactiOQ.
Mr. Jobber: Here's a product
worthy of your investigation.

Sound Systems, Inc.
62-65 East Goodale St.
Columbus, Ohio

11
v;

1
I

RIDER'S

VOLUME
P.

VII

NOW

AVAILABLE

AT

GOOD

ALL

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
BUENOS AIRES
TORONTO
(UCOA RADIO PRODUCTS CO.)
ONTARIO CANADA

JOBBERS
"15
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE MMu

AIRLINE 62-70, 62-72
Intermittent fading . . . Replace .04
coitpling' condenser between 56 detector
and 47.

MOTOROLA 'SS-'Sfi
Jumps station on bumpy road . . ,
loose drive year. Take out chassis
reset drive gear and tighten.

the"BULLET"
DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

ARVIN 617
Crackling, flickering pilot lights . . .
no ground between dial frame and set
chassis, Run short flexible lead between two and solder well.
CROSLEY 167
Oscillation all over dial when volume is turned on full, noise like foghorn with control at minimum , . .
Look for open or lowered value electrolytic filler block ou underside of
chassis directly beneath power transformer. To locate defective unit shunt
S mike, high voltage test unit across
one at a time.
DELCO R-1119
Repealed blowing of line fuse during
warm up period . . , Replace 3 mfd.
250 volt electrolytic condenser with 400
volt unit.
GE K62, RCA Ri I
Motor boating . . . Connect a .1
across the resistor mounted inside tile
antenna coil.
GRUNOW 6C. 60
Distortion . . . a.f, coupling condenser leaky. As a matter of routine
it is advisable to replace this condenser
regardless of complaint.
KELLOGG 523, 526
Hum . . . Connect a .02 600 volt condenser from high voltage contact on 80
tube socket to ground. Try both contacts as one is more effective than the
other.

MOTOROLA 60
Volume cutting in and out , . . speaker field wires loose. These joints appear to be welded instead of soldered.

MOTOROLA 75
Intermittent . . . .01 coupling condenser (marked 1518) between 75 plate
and 41 grid shorting, replace.

PACIFIC 25
Erratic band change action, microphonic, intermittent . . . Rotor of band
change switch riding on outside of
stator members rather than on top. Remove rotor retainer horseshoe and slip
rotor back an inch; any stator members not showing wiper tracks should
be bent outward.

PHILCO 30
Dead, no screen voltage . . . Common cause is shorting of .25 condenser
connected from choke to chassis. This
is one section of a dual unit in a metal
can near the choke terminals.

PHILCO 38
Oscillator dead . . . Remove oscillator coil and heat thoroughly to drive out
moisture. Dip in a 50/50 preparation
of beeswax and paraffin, when cool replace.
PHILCO 37-610
No short Wave reception . . . small
mica condenser (part No. 20) soldered
to tuning condenser worked loose. Resolder and bend to clear plates of variable condenser.

majestic 70, 71
Weak, intermittent . . .Look for a
fungus growth or mould on fabric insulation of R.F. wiring, no rubber under
fabric of wire. Rewire with rubber and
varnished cambric insulated wire.

PHILCO 60
Intermittent or low volume . . . Check
for high resistance open in secondary
of antenna coil.

MAJESTIC 460A
Motorboating and no reception . . .
High resistance connection between grid
lead of 58 I.F. and big on I.F. transformer.

RCA 121 (GE K-64)
Motorboating ... If fingertip on
control grid of rearmost 58 stops oscillation, remove red lead coming from C-28
in 3 section electrolytic pack and replace
with single 8 mfd, unit.
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LAST

an

ALL-PURPOSE

Microphone . . .
With a sensitivity that provides
sufficient power to permit almost
unlimited lines . . . Different impedances to match any amplifier
having from five to five hundred
thousand ohms input impedance
... A perfect microphone for indoors yet rugged enough to meet
every outdoor purpose . . . Tone
quality equal to much higher
priced instruments of similar
type.
Consider these SEVEN outstanding "BULLET" features
combined in one microphone.,,
• Maximum sensitivity • Attractive, modern
appearance
• Effective at lonp dis- • Unequaled
for severe
tance from amplifier
outdoor work
• Wide choice of im- • Remarkable cone
pedances
quality
♦ Moderately priced
A jew territories are still open
for exclusive distribution
TRANSDUCER CORPORATION
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York
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Mo&l
extensive
listing of sets and
their control?.
An exact duplicate for every
standard set- No
improvision re*
ijuired.
★
Any resistance,
taper, lap? and
shaft.
★
External resistor
for required bias.
★
Ad-A-Switch snaps
on rear of case,
★
Smooth, noiseless
dependable, longlived. And they
cost no more than
others.

Play

SAFE

with

,.m
s*
SSJ.*&
-&-n.\
C-f>A
^-,66 &
x^-V">
sjcj .\V>
sjy -30
r-xAX'
. vW -7
C-fcA
0>* :
> •
:<,.c>*^v.
: v.-^,A
<-,<>
:<>6A
cVS
c,-fe0
oft®4
c-fc
Exaci~M)u plicate
CONTROLS
For repairs that must be right mechanically, electrically, visually. These controls, precisely matching the initial equipment, save time, trouble, money. They
build your reputation and good will.
liiK

fi0 T,age

Re

1
MANUAL placement
- GuideaFrw
***- iTMi-mi*
is yours for the asking. See your local jobber, or
write us direct for your copy.

Clfl ROSTflT
285-287 NORTH SIXTH STRtTT
Bnoomv/v, mew vonn, v. .v. 4.
. DPPICES IN PrMMCIPPIL CITIES *

. . . in slnniltMi'ti cartons of IO
MOMH'lt IN ItAKI-J.ITi:
# A modern high quality
paper condenser completely
encased in protective hakelife • . . superior in appearance and performance to
ordinary paper lubulars.
DOMINOES are small, flat,
easy to use; resist heat and
moisture; offer permanent
capacity and full voltage
protection. COMPARE !

Ifide range of capacilies up to .25 mfd. 200
volts, .1 mfd. 400 volts,
.05 mfd. 600 volts.

SOL.AII MFG. C ORP.
599-601 Broadway, New York City

What Is Under the Hood

FLYER 2-SPEED MOTOR
Order samples to test and 6e sure
to specify exact voltage and frequency for current you nse.
^GKNF.R-M. INDUSTRITS CO.
3637 TAYIaOR ST.. EI.YRIA, OHIO

Goes for Phonographs, Too
IJ ANDSOMB cabinet styles, changed season by season, imply—in
^ -* fact, make imperative—that the mechanism they conceal is likewise
the most modern. Improved, efticlent. Insure this absolutely for your
1937 phonographs and radio-phonographs, by installing the latest General Industries FLYEJR Motors. Insure smooth, steady, unwavering
operation, independent of record drag and pick-up weight. Insure
noiselessness, no disturbing motor whir or hum. Insure long, troublefree service.
For over thirty years General Industries has specialized in precisionbuilt phonograph motors, producing millions that have sold and given
such service. The latest governor-controlled, induction type Two-Speed
Flyer embodies every improvement all those years have taught. Plays
both 33Mi and T8 r.p.m. records, adjusting speed Instantly by simple
lever control. Its laminated bakelite gears, running in oil, completely
self-enclosed, operate silently, steadily. Long over-size bearings defeat
wear. Precision-built, precision assembled. AC-DC or universal AC-DC
types for all commercial voltages and frequencies.

OUTSTANDING!
The New Fox B-5
Universal BaffleType Horn
Qualiti'
construction.
Compliitely
universal In directional characteristics.
Supported
by a sturdy adjustable cradle complete with lock
screw adjustment.
The
Bell designed
i.s made for
of FOX
special alloy horn material and Is
correctly
utmost
The
cast aluminum
throat
collaroutput.
reinforces the entire assembly,
forming a perfect foundation for speaker mounting and cradle.
All standard 12-inch speakers can be used.
The Back Cover is of heavy horn material and has the proper
air
by-pass so that the speaker can breathe, thus eliminating
distortion.
Available
withforadjustable
A perfect complete
combination
indoor orstand.
outdoor work.
Finished in standard aluminum gloss or Pox special wrinkle.
IVri/e for catalog sheets and prices,
FOX SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP.
J121 Monroe Street
Toledo, Ohio
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110 VOLTS AC ANYWHERE J
| With Katolight Jr. Complete light plant for $49.95. |
| Electricity at price anyone can afford. Dealers you can |
1 sell the Katolight Jr. Each plant sold creates lifetime |
user for lamps, motors, |
wiring. Radio and appli- |
ances.
fi V. ir,o watt
549.95 |
12 V. 200 watt
50.95 1
32
V.
300
watt
72.00 =
9R
110 Y. 300 watt A. C. 87.50 i
110 Y. 350 watt, A. C.
Self-cranking
98.00 =
Ask about 450, 550. 750 |
and 1000 watt complete i
plants made by mfs. of =
AC & DC Plants, Diesel s
Plants. Generators, Rotary |
Converters.
g
Kato Engineering Co. ^
Mankato, Minn., U. S. A. s
^iiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminnianiDinDuiiBiiDDiimifmiDuiaiiiiTiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiEiiESHiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiEiuiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiuiMHitutHiiumiiiUiiEUiiiiiii^
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NOW-how to repair and rewind all types of motors . .

SSdmazinij RADIOS
1937 Knight
Radios offeropportuniyou unbeatable
profit-making
ties! Sensational new features include giant 11-in. Magna-Span
Dials and super-dynamic VitaTone Speakers. Unmatched performance. at amazingly low prlcos.
38 models, 5-19 tubes, as low as
$8,451

ELECTRIC MOTOR
REPAIR LIBRARY
leM Ml
4 volumes, $10.00, payable in
easy monthly installments
SflP- »
THIS aet of books should be on the shelf of
•rery man who ever has to touch a motor for
purpcueB of repairing It or changing It to meet different operating conditions. In shop language and
with praclical shop methods It covers every step
In stripping, rewinding and connecting a.c. and
d.c. motors of ail kinds.
How to change motors for different
operating conditions
Here la all the Information you need In order
to determine what changes various types of motors
Low price—easy terms—10 clays'
permit; lo lay out new windings for specified service conditions; and to handle every step in the
examination on approval
work with satisfactory results.
Bourht separately the books in this Library
Covers all types of motors, from those used In would
Jll. By using this coupon you
small household and commercial appliances of all need pay«iftonlyyouJ2.00
days and J2.00 monthly
kinds, to mining and railway motors. Explains until the apeclal priceIn of10 110.00
is paid. In adprinciples underlying the different types of wind- dition, we give you 10 days in which
to examine
ings; gives definite Instructions for doing the vari- the books. Send no money; simply fill
and
ous rewinding Jobs. Also gives many data, tables mail the coupon now: let us know your Inanswer
and diagrams constantly needed by the repair man. after you have seen the books.
Including data diffioult to get from any other sources.
McGraw-Hill Hook Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., N, Y, C.
Send Electric Motor Repair Library for 10 days* examination on approval. In 10 days I will send
11.10, plus few cents postage, and 12.00 monthly for four months, or return books postpaid. <\Ve pay
postage on orders accompanied by remittance of first Installment.)
Name
Address .......
City and State.. .
Position
. Tl.lt. la-Sli
Company ......
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
ACTIVE younp; radio mechanic, will make
investment for expansion in established
radio service shop metropolitan New York.
BO-109, Radio Retailing, 330 West 42d Street,
New York City.

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
Radio-Appliance Salesman, with
knowledge of retailer's problems to
contact dealers throughout wide
territories.
Liberal commission basis. Good Income
for hard workers. This is a cooperative
plan now successfully operating for a
very large number of dealers—unusual
opportunity for dealer and salesman to
substantially increase business and profits. Give details and territory desired
in first letter. Must be free to travel
and own car.
NATIONAL COOPERATIVE
STORES
47 Stanley Ave.
Hastinga-on-Hudson, New York
3v^
7\ W

fO,000Service Parts
\ You can fill every service need
I from the ALLIED Catalog—at
j lowest prices. Lists over 10.000
; exact duplicate and replacement
; parts, complete test equipment,
[ tools, books, etc. You save
j time, trouble and money on
I every purchase by ordering
■ from ALLIED
Send For CATALOG
This
great shows
152-pagenewest
Cata- 3
0%
log also
sound systems, amateur |
sear, kits, Kurlpower units |
and Windchargers, etc. ■
Whatever y o u need, ]
you'll
find it ;i
In thealwavs
ALLIED
Catalog at the lowest •
prices.

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION Dipl. IS 11
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.
PHILCO SERVICEMAN and | E Send us your new 1937 Catalog (Free).
Catalog of PHILCO Parts and i : ^ Name
Tubes—Sent Free on Request. \ = ■ Address
WILLIAMS PHILCO., INC.
Peorla, Illinois
800 S. Adams St.
CDEE
rKCC

This Big New 1937
RADIO CATALOG
Thousands of Items
—Latest Style Radio
Sets—All at New
W7
L o ic Wholesale
Prices • . . •
Just off the press! One of
the most complete radio catalogs ever published. Thousands of items—latest stylo
radio receivers — nationally
known radio parts—ail at
new. low wholesale prices.
Sent to Radio Dealers and
Service Men ONLY. Write
today for your FREE copy.
SERVICE MEN'S RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Dept. 1149, 2207 So. Halsted St.. Chicago. Ml.

Get ThU
FREE
RADIO
CATALOG
Over big10.000
in
this
catalogItems
including radio receivers, nationally known radio
parts and broadcasting
equipment at lowest
wholesale prices. A
catalog of great value
to dealers and servicemen. Write today for
your FREE copy of
this big catalog.
BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO,
1018-14 McGeO St., Kansas City, Mo.

HERE IS YOUR
("GUIDE",
m

Don't Grope Around In The Dark . . .
Send For This A en; Radio Buying Guide Today/
Here is the solution to all your radio supply problems . . . Here is
your key to the fastest service . . . Lowest Prices . . . and the
largest stock of Radio Repair Parts in the world f This Radolek new
1937 Radio "Profit Guide" is the most complete Radio Parts Catalog
FASTEST SERVICE
ever published . . . over 160 pages . . . bringing to you over 10,000
individual Repaie Parts . . . hundreds of new items ... a complete
new selection of Radio Receivers, Amplifiers, Tubes, Tools, Books and
Instruments . . . Everything you need . . . always in stock . . .
ready for prompt shipment . . , at the right prices. ^
COMPLETE STOCKS
YOU NEED THIS BIG CATALOG!
I V
!R A » O L E K
it's
FREE!
Send this
coupon
NOW!
RadoIeK
.ndeiver.
to
restrict
circulation
of
the
Profit
Guide
to
those
actively
| 601 W. Randolph St., Dept. A-2, CHICAGO
LOWEST PRICES
engaged in the Radio business. Please enclose your business
card or letterhead.
H■ N ante
■ Address
Rely on Radolek for"Everythinq in Radio^ ! Serviceman?[I] Dea!er?[I] Experimenter?II]

LETTERS

Troublesome Trade-Ins
The radio distributors and dealers in the
Province of British Columbia have held a
number of meetings for the purpose of
discussing a plan whereby we could take
off the market and destroy anywhere from
three to five thousand small, obsolete sets
which dealers get as trade-ins every year,
most of which are kept in circulation regardless of the obvious fact that they should
he destroyed.
The plan which seems to he the most
feasible is to arbitrarily raise the list prices
of all radio sets from $5 to $1.% according
to the value of the set, and use the money
which would be received through this increase in price to create a fund, either to
he administered as one general fund or by
each distributor separately, wherewith to
redeem from the dealers at a price of !plO
each radio set which is in the obsolete
class. This would he mostly TRF sets.
Dealers tell us that even if they allowed
$20 for one of these sets they would be
glad to turn it in to be destroyed if they
received. $10 cash out of this fund, being
further ahead to do this than to recondition the set and go to the expense of reselling it; and furthermore, they expressed
a willingness to cooperate in getting these
sets out of the way so that the market for
new sets would he thereby enlarged.
V.AXxorvKR, B. C.
W. C. CLARK
IFrs/cni Acicncies, Ltd.

Notes on Noise
Your article on radio noise in the October issue certainly hits the nail on the
head and should do a great deal of good.
The article covers the ground so thoroughly there is little I can add.
However, there is no question that interference is acting as a serious check on the
sale of new radio sets. The records of
various service departments would show
that thousands of families arc having their
old sets repaired instead of buying new
sets. They argne that these sets give them
the principal programs and that the foreign programs they have heard in the
homes of their friends, or of which they
have heard, iiavc been accompanied with
too much noise to he satisfying.
When most of this noise is eliminated I
believe the brakes on the sale of new sets
will he released and the industry will go
forward with leaps and bounds.
Kansas City, Mo.
G. W. Westox
Electric and Radio Ass'n of K. C.

1 just had an opportunity to read your
article on radio noise. Although our inter
est is confined to the automobile tield, as
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an individual 1 am very much interested
in radio generally, and you most certainly
have struck upon the biggest weakness in
the radio field today.
I've often wondered why the radio
manufacturers did not take their coats off
and go to work on this sadly neglected
phase of radio. It seems untold amounts
of money for research and production cost
arc available for all kinds of trick selling
gadgets, tuning designs, etc., which are
probably discarded within a year or two
because of their impracticability, but the
biggest source of irritation and dissatisfaction with the operation of radios—electrical
interference—has reams of treatises written
on the subject but practically nothing done
to correct it.
Detroit
H. M. Gulphoff
Cadillac Motor Car Co.

I have just had published in the "Letters" column of our local paper the story
of what causes radio interference. Strange
as it may seem, some people were greatly
■nrprisi d to learn that their own appliances
were causing much of it.
In one neighborhood alone we sold 7
radios after an offending factory cleared
up noise. It cost him just $17.20 to have
his motors filtered.
All power companies will work on interference with dealers. May I suggest
that other readers of Radio Retailing start
stirring the subject up by writing to newspapers. 1 did it over the name "Fair Play,"
refraining from signing my name, so it
could not in any way he construed as direct publicity for me.
DfnuQuti, Iowa
Fkeb C. Even

We feel that your October article entitled : "Noise is Costing Us Money" deals
with one of the greatest worries that station managers and radio receiver owners
have today, if the manufacturers would
only stop this radio interference from their
appliances all radio stations and radio
servicemen would rise up, call them blessed,
and advise everyone to purchase the "noiseless" article.
San Anoflo, Texas
F.ari.f Yates
Radio Station KGL

Sales Ammnni+ion
Your page entitled "Why Good Service
Can't Be Cheap" in the November issue
is just about the best boost Radio Retailing has ever given the radio serviceman
and the dealer.
I, as a serviceman, would like to use
the entire page. Therefore, please write

me how 1 can obtain the printing mat of
that page, the price, etc. i f the mat
cannot be obtained, let me know how I
can get 1,0011 copies of the above.
Articles of this type can educate the
public as no other printed matter can.
Elizabeth. N. J.
Harry Miller
We'll giarll y repiint tliis or any oilier page
from any issue for onr readers at cost. And we
suspect that it would be difficult to do it cheaper
locally even if cuts were available , . . which
thev usually arc not due to other requests for
reproductions.
Editor

Good, As Advertised
I recently subscribed to your publication Radio Retailing and find it to be all
you claimed.
Your book "Tricks of the Trade" has
already helped me to make fast work
of two jobs and the tips given were 10(1
per cent right.
Ralttmore
William IT. Dewhiest

$ 18 Our Cost
Page 2d in the October issue of Radio
Retailing ("Four Ways to Use Two
Radios") appeals to us as an exceptionally
good means of putting over an argument
that every dealer should have, and one
which may help to reduce the number of
obsolete receivers on the retail market.
We would he pleased to distribute 2,500
copies of this page to our retail dealers
throughout Canada if you could supply us
with either reprints or tear sheets of that
particular page.
W ill you kindly advise us it you could
supply these, also what you would charge
us for the above mentioned quantity.
Montreal
M. M, Elliott
Canadian Marconi Company
P.S. We've filled tfio order.

Welcome
We arc informed that a photograph that
we supplied you showing a store display
which this station made was published in
Radio Retailing.
We would greatly appreciate a copy of
this issue carrying the story and photograph. We think it was sometime in the
summer.
We have today subscribed to Radio Retailing and will not miss anything further
in your valued magazine,
Greensboro, X. C,
Epney Rrpcr.
Radio Station WBIG
RADIO RETAILING, DECEMBER, 1936
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The story this new G-E Radio
window display tells is overflowing
with huinan-interest. You'll find if a
sure-fire magnet for drawing attention and directing "shoppers" into
your store. Few displays have ever
equaled its beauty of color and originality of composition. There is none
that (ells fhe quality story in so convincing a manner.
You can't miss tho sales and profit
momentum from gift purchases with
this General Electric Radio gift-season display in your window. Use it
to make your "store frontage" work
double time to pull in prospects for
demonslralions and sales. If's a "naN

ural" for the Xmas shopping season.
This eleven-color lithograph display is only one of a series of salespromotion helps furnished to Authorized G-E Radio Dealers. The complete G-E Radio Sales-Promotion
Service covers every sales-develop-

ment requirement that dealers need
to direct their sales efforts more effectively and produce Ihe most substantial results.
If you have not yet received
your display — see your G-E
Radio Distributor immediately.

GENERAL W) ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC

Appliance and Merchandise Dept., General Eleclric Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut.
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Tlic ftliole couiiIi n is Lulkiug alxxit (lie pcrfccl loroigii and shorl fta \ c
rocoplion of theneft all-ftaso Id!1)? Crosloy Hadios. They're talking, too,
about the cxeeplionai fhosley features thai make such fine reeepf ion
jtossible I lie famous (Tosley Aulo-Ivxpressionalor, Mystic 1 laud, Cardia ma lie UmT, Six-Step Fidelity Control and nine other outstanding
improvements. Wllh the holiday buying season about to begin you
eaunot afford not to sell this new 19117 Crosley Radio Line.
\sk vour
Crosley Distributor to show you these sensational all-wave Crosley
models and explain details of the Crosley Franchise.
TABLE MODEL 74L—T Tuki
(.'iinli'iiinuM
. . . . Md1 S.OCK) Kf. . f<»VA«rafr«
. . li' Spnukrr
..d
WiittM < IllljKIt .\1 fllil TuIwh.
V :
.;!j.rM--LU i $4995

s
AUTOEXPRESSJONATOR
'J' li i s o \ c I it»L v e
C 'nihley f^:Liiire t«-.
Hli»res
r<i its uriiiimtl Inlliicrsri
the
volume and ■•ti>re.>whou riiit«<' normally- MIJII'BfSf ol
in bruHilcusiiiiK.
-

TABLE MODEL 74S-7 Tubes
f'ofil IIILJOOH Cl
IH.UOO
ir. ..**•'
. . . <1
Wat in 11v)iit|nil
. . . Si^Hkrr
Metal Tubes.
Dimfrtidunn: L'lt' t J A Q r~
hu-K 1 1 ' wi'li*
O'dwii

MODEL Ht CONSOLE-t Tvbct
Atucrn-i.n Kiifriiro , _ . IjlO-lTlflKe..
litKMH.S.IHM)
Ke. . Dmput.
. - 111
Spp;i ker
. . Vt'atls
Diiiif*n>i<ins
I itli'i '
bltili, L'!l ,i' wiiki, 0)5^30
IU'a ' drep

MODEL 7it CONIOLE-T Tub!!
r%iiitiiiiichL|rv r'«i%"(LraiEP . . . O-IOl-S.IMKI
U uits (KriuiimiI, . IL''
. . SppnhrrTiiLks.Ci
Dimnmituis- Ift1.'
hCti. ■J4 ! ■ ' "id*', w-/ 3U
II . ' drpji

MODEL 711 CONSOLE-? Ttbu
t*oj11jn«imim t\i\,vr?LA*e . . . --jIQIS.IMJU
. . . lit*. Ii-Slcp
SpAnkrr
. . <V
Wat In <Kr.
tininil
Fiiletily
t'olilrol. ICme $7995
f.inns 11 ?,■ * liii'.h.
wide. lO" drei

i t>
fi
-i

MODEL )S9 CONSOLES Tubei
I1 siiitliriiniiiM
itotMXi-. .< , 'ivpiane
I J ' ^prak.-i. r»401^
Wat IS l >>i i pitT ,\iU(i-|';\pr«*saimtaior
liii.ien
C A A Rfl
u^hi.h
d)QQDU
wi.k. I I ' d
^^

MODEL 1119 COHSOLE-II Tubes
('ntilitiiinuA t'l'Li-oiBr . . .'i-KI
I■S.OOU
. . . gd
VVmlK (Kr.
Uilimi )'J*
... ^(MinkfT
Abilir-I Aprr-Hi»iiniiitiir
MyOir lliimi.
Ii 'i i' in• ■ ri, nr 11- i v•
im - ^IQllbU
dAARfl
«.dr, tr.% - dm-p. 1 V ^

MODEL 1211 CONSOLE-U Tubes
* «niiin\nni>» * "nvprrijii' . . . I'll
IN.tKW
r
V\ alt-- 1Kr
»Htnni. JL!*- ^peakr
Vuio-I'iiin-.
>• i-i li a 5 '■ r
My-iir lln'id,
Ir.:' i,C hi.di.ii>
$12950
wide. I I ' de.

MODEL 1313 CONSOLE—13 Tubes
urtmiPin. . . .vio- f<.vi-rii«v
v
Is.ihmi
Wan- •iviKMinit l.». . - Sppiikor
Ami , .l'A
r i>.uul.ur . . . M.V-11 i rn a< ti s i " n i■l.t'.- I.I'd.. J, " $14950
w idr. II' i liM'p-

MODEL 1516 CONSOLE—IS Tubes
fhiniirnnnis CnvBTsnre f-l'l 18t000
ke. . . IT. I l.irvilium. Sjn i.k. t . .
25 \\ at Is. I, Mi. IMyslii
|ii»| Jland
Aulo-KxitrrsHitKinNtr
. . . Cnrdiniiinlii I nit . . . fb Slep Fidelily
< itmI ml. I>iini'ii
sinus; t I ' i v^ liij/b. 2H ' $17450
witb*. LV; <h!<*p,

{Prietfs sliyhlly hiyher in Florida, Horky Mounltiin Stairs and irex/, i
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President
Homo of WLW—the World's Most Powerful Broadcasting Station—70 on your dial
WHATEVER HAPPEN!5 . • • 1TOU'RE

THERE

1■rE*

WITH

A CROSLEAt

HR-A-

1-■O

